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WHO ARE WE?
We are a wild bunch of former pro snowboarders and avid freeskiers,
skateboarders, BMXers, mountain bikers and all-round thrill seekers with
experience in product development, who just happen to be science-minded
perfectionists: And we’re all about creating the best protection possible.
Back in 1988 we simply couldn’t find protective gear that measured up to
our high expectations, so we decided to make our own. With years of riding
behind us we knew exactly what we wanted to make. And, with years of
field-testing ahead of us we couldn’t wait to get started! Today, TSG still
strives to give you the greatest protective gear in the world, gear that
constantly raises the bar in terms of style, comfort, design, technology
and, above all, safety.

CERTIFIED PROTECTION
Your body and your brain are the two most valuable assets you have. That’s
why we invest in the best design, materials and construction technologies
possible to protect them. So when you’re putting your body on the line, you
do so knowing your protective gear is 100% team tested and lab certified.
TSG strives to comply with or do better than certification standards. Our
development team is forever growing its knowledge to make sure that TSG
products meet and exceed the latest safety requirements in all conditions.

WHO
WE

DESIGNED BY RIDERS
The driving force of TSG is to provide
the best sport-specific protection
to athletes of all levels, from kids
dropping into the learning curb to
professionals cracking codes on new
tricks. Leading the charge is our global
team of solid rippers. The gear we
protect them with is the same as the

Back To Content

gear that safeguards our customers.
The harder the team slams the better
TSG protection gets as their experience
and visionary expertise is fed directly
back into our design process,
completing the circle that unites every
core action sports brands - for riders
by riders.

INTRO

ARE
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WHO

AWARD-WINNING FIT
From helmets to ankle pads and
everything in between a snug
low-profile fit is key to both
comfort and safety. It’s at the
core of our philosophy, and is
what makes us the best. Take

our award-winning FlexTech
system, which is the first ever
helmet that quite literally
embraces every head shape
with its flexible foam segments.

LIGHTWEIGHT
Our goal is to create protective gear that is so comfortable and so
light that you’ll forget you’re wearing it. This is why we developed
the lightest halfshell helmet series for adults and kids.

WE

DESIGN
At TSG, we believe that when something is beautifully designed,
it should not only work beautifully but it should look great too. Our
products are designed for both functionality AND style, which is why
we work closely with our team riders and exciting artists to deliver the
widest range of colours and designs. Back in 1988, we started TSG for
one reason: To create the best gear for riders by riders and nothing has
changed as we’ve branched out into goggles and MTB apparel. We’re
as passionate as ever about creating the perfect gear for your riding
experience and ours.

ARE
Back To Content

TSG – progressive protection gear for riders by riders

INTRO
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MEET THE TSG TEAM
Our mission is to create the best protective equipment for the family of
action sports and to help us achieve this we recruit a multi-disciplinary
team of professional rippers with years of bails under their belts. This is the crew
that puts ‘designed by riders’ into our DNA and riding on the knife-edge
between pain and pleasure they are best placed to shape the kit that keeps
them and you riding safer for longer. Meet TSG’s frontline R&D massive!

Back To Content

TEAM
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DESIGNED BY RIDERS MEET TSG’S FRONTLINE R&D MASSIVE!

DECLAN BROOKS

DANIEL DHERS

TERESA FERNANDEZ-MIRANDA

ANTHONY JEANJEAN

LARA LESSMANN

@DECLANBROOKS

@DANIELDHERS

@TEREWILLIAMSRIDER

@ANTHONYJEANJEANBMX

@LARA_LESSMANN

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

BIKE
2022
BMX
GBR

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

BIKE
2022
BMX
VEN

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

BIKE
2020
BMX
ESP

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

BIKE
2020
BMX
FRA

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

MARIN RANTES

PAUL THÖLEN

JASON WATTS

DANIEL WEDEMEIJER

KARA BEAL

@MARINRANTES

@PAULTHOELEN

@WATTZUP

@DANIELWEDEMEIJERBMX

@KARABEALMTB

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

Back To Content

BIKE
2021
BMX
HRV

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

BIKE
2021
BMX
GER

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

BIKE
2020
BMX
AUS

TEAM

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

BIKE
2012
BMX
NED

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

BIKE
2018
BMX
GER

BIKE
2021
MTB
GBR
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DESIGNED BY RIDERS MEET TSG’S FRONTLINE R&D MASSIVE!

MARC DIEKMANN

MAX FREDRIKSSON

NATIONALITY

NATIONALITY

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE

BIKE
2020
MTB DIRT,
SLOPESTYLE
GER

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE

BIKE
2015
MTB DIRT,
SLOPESTYLE
SWE

@MAXFREDRIKSSON

@MARC.DIEKMANN

SAM PILGRIM

TIMO PRITZEL

NATIONALITY

NATIONALITY

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE

@SAMPILGRIM

HANNES KLAUSNER

STEFAN SCHLIE

GERD SKANT

NATIONALITY

@BIKESCHLIE

@DERSKANT

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE

BIKE
2021
MTB ENDURO,
FREERIDE
AUT

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

BIKE
2007
MTB DIRT,
SLOPESTYLE
GBR

BIKE
2022
EMTB
GER

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

BIKE
2005
MTB DIRT,
ENDURO
GER

@TIMOPRITZEL

BIKE
2015
MTB ENDURO
AUT

@HANNES_KLAUSNER

Back To Content

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE

@POPPYSTARR

TEAM
BIKE
SINCE
2015
DISCIPLINE 	MTB ENDURO,
FREERIDE
NATIONALITY SUI
@ALBANAUBERT

POPPY STARR OLSEN
TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

ALBAN AUBERT

SKATE
2016
SKATEBOARD
AUS

OSCAR RODRIGUEZ

TEAM
SKATE
SINCE
2021
DISCIPLINE
DH
	SKATEBOARD
NATIONALITY ESP
@NAMEFORAINSTA666

TEAM
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DESIGNED BY RIDERS MEET TSG’S FRONTLINE R&D MASSIVE!

LEILANI ETTEL

AIMEE FULLER

NICOLAS HUBER

DAVID HABLÜTZEL

JONAS HASLER

NATIONALITY

NATIONALITY

NATIONALITY

NATIONALITY

NATIONALITY

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE

SNOW
2015
SNOWBOARD
HALFPIPE
GER

@LEILANIETTEL

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE

SNOW
2021
SNOWBOARD
SLOPESTYLE
GBR

@AIMEE_FULLER

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE

SNOW
2021
SNOWBOARD
SLOPESTYLE
SUI

@HUBERCOP

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE

GIAN SIMMEN

NICK PÜNTER

GIGI RÜF

NATIONALITY

NATIONALITY

NATIONALITY

@GIGIRUF

@LEAJUGOVAC

Back To Content

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE

SNOW
2019
SNOWBOARD
HALFPIPE
SUI

@MARKUSKELLER666

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE

SNOW
2019
SNOWBOARD
SLOPESTYLE
SUI

@NICKPUENTER

TEAM

SNOW
2020
SNOWBOARD
HALFPIPE
SUI

@J0.NASH

MARKUS KELLER

SNOW
2020
SNOWBOARD
SLOPESTYLE
HRV

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE

@DAVID_HABLUETZEL

LEA JUGOVAC
TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE

SNOW
2018
SNOWBOARD
HALFPIPE
SUI

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

SNOW
2018
SNOWBOARD
AUT

TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE

NATIONALITY

SNOW
2005
SNOWBOARD
HALFPIPE
SUI

@SIMMEN_GIAN
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DESIGNED BY RIDERS MEET TSG’S FRONTLINE R&D MASSIVE!

GAMUX FACTORY RACING TEAM
TEAM
SINCE
DISCIPLINE
NATIONALITY

BIKE
2021
MTB DH
SUI

LORIS MICHELLOD

MIKE HUTER

LINO LEHMANN

@LORIS_MICHELLOD

@MIKE.HUTER

@LINO_LEHMANN

@GAMUXRACING

Back To Content
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SEE BETTER, RIDE BETTER
Every frame we design pairs a unique style and personality with uncompromised
fit, clarity, and technology so even the worst conditions won’t stop a clean run.
If you’re looking for a sharp and accurate vision, maximum comfort, and the
quickest lens change systems on the planet, keep scrolling…

Back To Content

EYEWEAR
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SHATTERPROOF & LIGHTWEIGHT TR90 FRAME
SCRATCH RESISTANT
LENS COATING
UV400 PROTECTION
HIGH-IMPACT RESISTANT & LIGHTWEIGHT POLYCARBONATE LENS
ULTRA-GRIP TPR RUBBER
NOSE PADS AND TIPS

LENS
High-impact resistant and lightweight
polycarbonate lens
COLOR

black _102
UV400 protection
Scratch resistant lens coating
DETAILS
Shatterproof and lightweight TR90 frame
Ultra-grip TPR rubber nose pads and tips

COLOR

brown _558

CRUISE SUNGLASSES

Microfiber cleaning bag included

VIEW ONLINE

The aviator style Cruise Sunglasses are equipped with powerful UV protection and a lightweight, durable
frame, protecting your eyes from the lounger to park and back. The glasses feature an impact resistant,
lightweight polycarbonate lens with UV400 protection and a scratch resistant coating for enhanced
durability and longevity. The retro double bridge frames are also shatterproof and lightweight and the
grippy TPR rubber nose pads and arm tips keep the glasses in place even through barrel rolls. To finish
the package a microfiber bag is included that doubles as a cleaning cloth. Just add sun.

Back To Content

MODEL

CRUISE SUNGLASSES

ARTICLE #

20000

COLORS

black _102

EYEWEAR

brown _558
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MODEL

LOAM SUNGLASSES

ARTICLE #

20100

COLORS

black / black_102

DURABLE, FLEXIBLE &
LIGHTWEIGHT TR90 FRAME
HIGH-IMPACT RESISTANT & LIGHTWEIGHT POLYCARBONATE LENS

navy / blue chrome_042
smoke grey clear / red chrome_716

ADJUSTABLE ULTRA-GRIP TPE
RUBBER NOSE PADS & TIPS

green grey / gold chrome_713

UV400 PROTECTION
INTERCHANGABLE LENS
LENS
High-impact resistant and lightweight
polycarbonate lens
UV400 protection
Scratch resistant lens coating
Inside anti-fog
Hydrophobic lens treatment repels water, oil
and dirt
Interchangable lens
Spare clear lens included

COLOR

black / black_102

COLOR

navy / blue chrome_042

COLOR

smoke grey clear / red chrome_716

COLOR

green grey / gold chrome_713

DETAILS
Durable, flexible and lightweight TR90 frame
Adjustable ultra-grip TPE rubber nose pads
Adjustable ultra-grip TPE tips
Eyewear case included
Microfiber cleaning bag included

Back To Content

LOAM SUNGLASSES

VIEW ONLINE

The Loam is a lightweight, fully adjustable wrap-around performance sunglass, offering supreme eye protection
in whatever action sport you choose. The glasses feature an interchangeable, impact resistant polycarbonate lens
that is scratch resistant, reduces fog, and repels water, dirt, and oil – spare clear lens included – for dawn until
dusk surround vision. The lens is fitted securely to a riders face by a featherweight flexible frame, with adjustable
ultra-grip rubber nose pad and temple tips for added comfort and to round off the package we’ve thrown in a case
and microfiber cleaning bag and spare clear lens. Happy riding!

EYEWEAR

INCLUDES
CLEAR SPARE LENS
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COLOR

COLOR

camo _714

COLOR

COLOR

solid black _102

COLOR

fiery-red black _698

MODEL

MTB GOGGLE PRESTO 3.0

ARTICLE #

196560

PC Cylindrical lens

COLORS

solid black _102

Double anti-scratch

white _160

inside anti-fog

camo _714

100% UV protection

deep blue _666

EN 1938:2010

white _160

deep blue _666

LENS

DETAILS

fiery-red black _698

Flexible TPU Frame
Triple-Layer Face Foam

FLEXIBLE TPU FRAME

Articulating Outriggers
Silicone-lined dual-adjust strap

PC CYLINDRICAL LENS

Spare tinted lens
Microfiber cleaning bag included

ARTICULATING OUTRIGGERS

TRIPLE-LAYER FACE FOAM

MTB GOGGLE PRESTO 3.0

VIEW ONLINE

The Presto 3.0 MTB Goggle is designed for hard-riding mountain bikers and MotoX action and has
been updated for improved fit and helmet compatibility.. It is equipped with a 100% UV protection
PC cylindrical lens that has superior anti-fog and double anti-scratch qualities, plus an additional
tinted lens for sunny light condition. The frame is made from flexible, form-fitting TPU, triple-layer
face foam and articulated outriggers for a conformable, comfortable fit. The goggle strap has dualadjustability for a secure customisable fit and features the added hold of silicone grip to keep the
goggles in place even on downhill blasts.

Back To Content

EYEWEAR

MODEL

REPLACEMENT LENS
MTB GOGGLE PRESTO 3.0

ARTICLE #

196686

COLORS

black _070
clear _508
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RIDE WITH CONFIDENCE
When you ride with a TSG helmet you’re protected against the inevitable. Each
and every model of TSG helmet is rigorously tested in the lab and by our team
riders in the field to provide ultimate safety. The fit and wearing comfort of TSG
helmets is unsurpassed. The TSG helmet design is based on the TSG Snug Fit: A
design anatomically adapted to the head shape that reduces pressure points and
prevents the helmet from wobbling or slipping. Designed in Switzerland.

Back To Content

HELMETS
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PROTECTION
In-mold construction

ADJUSTABLE VISOR

Full wrap In-mold
MIPS protection system
EN 1078

20 VENTS WITH
AIR FLOW CHANNELS

CPSC
FIT
Height adjustable Dial Fit System
with tension control
Tuned Fit System
Low Fit

MIPS PROTECTION SYSTEM

COMFORT
20 vents with air flow channels

AMPLIFIED COVERAGE

amplified coverage
Adjustable visor
Optimized to wear with goggles

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE DIAL FIT SYSTEM
WITH TENSION CONTROL

Easy strap lamp or camera mount
Comfort padding in 2 sizes
MODEL

SCOPE MIPS SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

750618

COLOR

gloss black _034

SIZES

S/M

WEIGHT

400 g / 14.11 oz

L/XL

SCOPE MIPS

VIEW ONLINE

Designed specifically for the needs of trail riders the lightweight Scope MIPS provides superior
fit, comfort, protection and ventilation for both ascents and furious descents. Three-point dialactivated adjustability optimizes the helmets fit and comfort, while an aesthetically integrated
venting system helps you to keep a cool head both on climbs and descents. In addition, the
MIPS system reduces brain shocks from angled impacts, while the low-profile shape of the
helmet provides a more complete protection, including of the temples. Other features include
a securing channel for safe addition of POV cameras and headlamps, and a design integrated
visor that provides a secure mooring for goggles when not worn.

Back To Content

HELMETS
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PROTECTION
In-mold construction
Full wrap In-mold
EN 1078
CPSC
UKCA
FIT
Height adjustable Dial Fit System
with tension control
Tuned Fit System
Low Fit
COMFORT
20 vents with air flow channels
MODEL

SCOPE GRAPHIC DESIGN

Amplified coverage

ARTICLE #

75061

Adjustable visor

COLORS

deep_blue _707

Optimized to wear with goggles

SIZES

S/M

Easy strap lamp or camera mount

WEIGHT

380 g / 13.41 oz

L/XL

Comfort padding in 2 sizes

COLOR

SCOPE

satin black _147

COLOR

satin olive black _711

COLOR

satin green-white _709

SCOPE SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

75060

COLORS

satin black _147

VIEW ONLINE

The Scope is TSG’s flagship mountain bike enduro helmet featuring superior head coverage, enhanced adjustability and a brand new look and construction. In addition to TSG’s outstanding protection the lower fitting
profile delivers better coverage for a riders temples, while 3-point height adjustability makes the fit of the
helmet super customizable and therefore secure and comfortable. Additional features of the ultra-modern
design include a channel for the secure fit of strap-on headlamps and POV cameras; a dynamic venting system integrated into the design of the shell and an visor with space to hold goggles securely when not worn.

Back To Content

MODEL

HELMETS

satin olive black _711
satin green-white _709
SIZES

S/M

WEIGHT

380 g / 13.41 oz

L/XL
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MODEL

CHATTER SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

750201

COLORS

satin black _147

COLOR

satin black _147

COLOR

satin white coal _702

satin lava flow _705
satin white coal _702
SIZES

S/M

WEIGHT

320-370 g / 11.29-13.06 oz

L/XL

PROTECTION
In-mold construction
Full wrap In-mold
EN 1078
CPSC
UKCA
FIT
Height adjustable Dial Fit System

CHATTER

Low Fit
COMFORT
15 vents
Adjustable visor
Comfort padding

Back To Content

COLOR

satin lava flow _705

VIEW ONLINE

Designed for mountainbiking, this lightweight, low profile lid, with loads of ventilation, is perfect for leg
burning climbs and fast descents and also fits stylishly and safely into urban burns to the office and
shops. The full wrap, in-mold construction adheres to the highest safety standards and features a height
adjustable dial fit system, comfort padding and chin strap for a secure, customisable, snug fit. The
helmet also benefits from 15 vents that keep a rider cool even on the hardest of climbs and an adjustable
visor to keep the sun out of your eyes. In short the Chatter is the go-anywhere-do-anything lid for enduro
heads and the commuting two-wheeled clan.

HELMETS
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MODEL

SEEK FR GRAPHIC DESIGN

ARTICLE #

750792

COLOR

flow grey-black _267

SIZES

S/M

WEIGHT

560 g / 19.76 oz

PROTECTION

DIAL FIT SYSTEM

L/XL
Hardshell construction
EN 1078

PROTECTION

17 VENTS

Hardshell construction
Removable chin bar

MODEL

SEEK GRAPHIC DESIGN

ARTICLE #

75081

COLOR

block white-black _246

SIZES

XXS/XS

WEIGHT

380 g / 13.41 oz

CPSC
FIT

S/M

Dial Fit System
COMFORT

L/XL

17 vents

EN 1078

Removable visor

CPSC

Comfort padding

FIT
Dial Fit System
COMFORT
MODEL

SEEK SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

750801

COLOR

satin black _123

SIZES

XXS/XS

WEIGHT

380 g / 13.41 oz

17 vents

REMOVABLE CHIN BAR

Removable visor
Comfort padding

SEEK FR

VIEW ONLINE

The Seek FR is arguably the most versatile bike helmet ever. The key component of this
hardshell mountain bike lid is its removable full-face protection: Take it off and stash
it for climbs and enduro, then fix it on for descents and burly trails. 17 vents add to
the helmets comfort and superior air flow, while a precision Micro-Dial Fit System and
removable pro-style visor add to its customisability, look and fit. In short the Seek FR
offers supremely adaptable impact protection for all riding environments.

Back To Content

SEEK

S/M

L/XL

VIEW ONLINE

If you are looking for an extremely robust all-mountain helmet you will love the
Seek. The ABS hardshell construction offers maximum impact protection and complies with the highest safety standards. 17 aerodynamic vents deliver excellent air
circulation while the Micro-Dial Fit System guarantees a perfect fit. Thanks to the
removable visor you can also adapt the Seek to your individual style.

HELMETS
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MODEL

GEO SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

75100

COLOR

satin black _147

SIZES

S/M

WEIGHT

290 g / 10.23 oz

L/XL

PROTECTION
In-mold construction
EN 1078
FIT
Dial Fit System
Tuned Fit System
Low Fit
COMFORT
10 vents with air flow channels
Removable LED back light
Reflective straps and print
Comfort padding in 2 sizes

GEO

VIEW ONLINE

The Geo is a revolutionary new look in urban bike helmet. Created in collaboration
with the founder of Papertrophy, the helmet’s shell incorporates the unique angular
design of the award winning company’s paper creations. Its in-mold construction
features a 10 vent cooling system and an easy to adjust Dial Fit System with finetuning for perfect comfort and fit. A removable LED rear light and reflective straps
and print also add to the helmets safety credentials and visibility on the street,
making this the ultimate in cool two-wheel urban head protection.

Back To Content

HELMETS
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PROTECTION
In-mold construction
EN 1078
CPSC
FIT
Dial Fit System
Tuned Fit System
Low Fit
COMFORT
13 vents with air flow channels
Removable LED back light
Reflective straps and print
Comfort padding in 2 sizes

Back To Content

MODEL

STATUS SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

75090

COLOR

satin black _147

SIZES

S/M

WEIGHT

330 g / 11.65 oz

L/XL

HELMETS

STATUS

VIEW ONLINE

Thanks to its lightweight In-Mold Construction the Status is the perfect
helmet for protecting your head on the way to work or riding in the
city. The Snug Fit and Dial Fit System adapt perfectly to the shape of
your head, while the removeable LED light on the back of the helmet
guarantees safe night riding.

20

PROTECTION
In-mold construction
Full wrap In-mold

COLOR

EN 1385

satin marsh _206

EN 1078
CPSC
EN 1077 B
ASTM 2040
FIT
Dial Fit System & Tuned Fit System
Low Fit
COMFORT
True multi-sport helmet
Front goggle vents
COLOR

satin white _165
12 vents with airflow channels
Comfort padding in 2 sizes
Includes a pair of earpads for water sports and
a pair for winter sports

MODEL

ALL TERRAIN SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

790070

COLOR

satin black _147

satin marsh _206
S/M

WEIGHT

tbd

Back To Content

L/XL

satin black _147

ALL TERRAIN SOLID COLOR

satin white _165

SIZES

COLOR

XXL

VIEW ONLINE

The All-Terrain is the first ever action sport helmet designed, tested and certified for all sports and all seasons. It combines
the best features of bike, skate, water and winter lids in an all-singing-all-dancing full-wrap, low fitting, in-mold helmet,
that is finished off with interchangeable water and winter specific ear pads. It comes in a wide range of sizes, so its lightweight versatility is accessible to all, while removable Comfort pads, TSG Dial Fit and Tuned Fit Systems make the fit fully
customisable. Last but no least, 12 aerodynamic vents and Airflow channels add to the helmet’s comfort and coolness,
making the All-Terrain the go-to head protection wherever and whenever you ride.

HELMETS
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PROTECTION
In-mold construction
EN 1078
CPSC
UKCA
FIT
Tuned Fit System
Snug Fit
Low Fit
COMFORT
14 vents with air flow channels
Comfort padding in 2 sizes

SUPERLIGHT

MODEL

SUPERLIGHT SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

75050

COLOR

satin black _129

SIZES

S/M

WEIGHT

300 g / 10.59 oz

L/XL

XXL

VIEW ONLINE

The Superlight helmet offers the classic low-profile stylings of a traditional skate
helmet with ultra-lightweight In-mold construction. This 300 g featherweight
features our Snug Fit for genuine wobble-free, carefree comfort. Clean, utilitarian
design for hard-minded purists.

Back To Content

HELMETS
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IN-MOLD CONSTRUCTION

BASIC PADDING IN 2 SIZES

11 VENTS

REFLECTIVE STRAPS
PROTECTION
In-mold construction

DIAL FIT SYSTEM

EN 1078
CPSC
UKCA
FIT
Dial Fit System
Tuned Fit System

MODEL

META SOLID COLOR

Low Fit

ARTICLE #

75039

COLOR AND SIZE

JXXS/JXS XXS/XS

COMFORT

S/M

L/XL

XXL
(asian fit)

satin black _147

•

•

•

•

•

Reflective straps

satin white _181

•

•

•

•

–

Basic padding in 2 sizes

satin acid yellow _178

•

•

•

•

–

satin olive _168

•

•

•

•

–

satin oxblood _140

•

•

•

•

–

satin paynes grey _162

•

•

•

•

–

satin eggplant _688

–

•

•

•

•

satin golf green _690

–

•

•

•

•

satin light ocean _692

–

•

•

•

•

COLOR

11 vents

META

satin golf green _690

VIEW ONLINE

The city can be a dangerous playground, with a safe helmet the active
urbanites’ first line of defence. The Meta is an all-sport city helmet,
featuring a ventilated, lightweight In-mold construction and our easy
to adjust Dial Fit System for a perfect fit on the move.

Back To Content

WEIGHT

HELMETS

290-370 g / 10.23-13.06 oz
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COLOR

Back To Content

COLOR

satin black _147

COLOR

satin white _181

COLOR

satin acid yellow _178

COLOR

satin olive _168

COLOR

satin oxblood _140

COLOR

satin paynes grey _162

COLOR

satin eggplant _688

satin light ocean _692

HELMETS
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COLOR

COLOR

thunderbolt _689

MODEL

META GRAPHIC DESIGN

ARTICLE #

750391

COLOR AND SIZE

JXXS/JXS XXS/XS
•

•

–

–

ramble _710

–

•

•

•

sticky _445

•

•

•

•

thunderbolt _689

–

•

•

•

ramble _710

COLOR

290-370 g / 10.23-13.06 oz

panda _255

sticky _445

META GRAPHIC DESIGN
Back To Content

L/XL

panda _255

WEIGHT

COLOR

S/M

VIEW ONLINE

HELMETS
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PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
EN 1078
CPSC
FIT
Flex Tech instant fit

FLEX TECH INSTANT FIT

Tuned Fit System
Low Fit
COMFORT
14 vents with active shell venting
Comfort padding in 2 sizes

KRAKEN

VIEW ONLINE

When we introduced our Kraken helmet line with FlexTech in 2010, it
was the first of its kind. The Kraken utilises a series of interior EPS foam
segments, connected via a reinforcing framework. The advantage of
such design is that it moulds precisely to the dimensions of your cranium,
providing superior comfort whilst still exceeding safety standards.

Back To Content

Durable
ABS Shell

Injected
PC straps

MODEL

KRAKEN SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

750601

COLOR

satin black _123

SIZES

XXS/XS

WEIGHT

440 g / 15.53 oz

S/M

L/XL

Segmented
EPS Foam

HELMETS
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PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
EN 1078
CPSC
UKCA

MODEL

EVOLUTION SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

750461

COLOR AND SIZE

S/M

L/XL

XXL

satin black _147

•

•

•

satin dark black _108

•

•

•

satin white _165

•

•

•

satin coal _155

•

•

–

satin olive _168

•

•

–

satin blue _171

•

•

–

satin cauma green _527

•

•

–

satin dark cyan _131

•

•

–

satin oxblood _140

•

•

–

satin purplemagic _582

•

•

–

satin yellow ochre _167

•

•

–

satin gentle red _658

•

•

–

•

•

–

satin teal _659

FIT

S-XL: 460 g / 16.23 oz
XXL: 480 g / 16.94 oz

WEIGHT

Tuned Fit System
Snug Fit
Low Fit
COMFORT
14 vents with air flow channels
Comfort padding in 2 sizes

EVOLUTION

VIEW ONLINE

Featuring our custom low, snug fit, the Evolution helmet is one
of the slimmest hardshell designs available. It features a tough
skate-style hardshell construction, which securely protects all the
useful bits of your noggin. The design curves anatomically around
the head for a great fit and tailored wearing comfort. The Evolution
helmet is offered in a large range of colors and graphics.

Back To Content

COLOR

HELMETS

satin gentle red _658

COLOR

satin teal _659
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COLOR

COLOR

satin purplemagic _582

COLOR

COLOR

satin black _147

COLOR

COLOR

COLOR

COLOR

satin oxblood _140

satin blue _171

COLOR

satin white _165

COLOR

HELMETS

satin dark cyan _131

satin olive _168

satin dark black _108

COLOR

Back To Content

satin coal _155

satin yellow ochre _167

satin cauma green _527
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MODEL

EVOLUTION GRAPHIC DESIGN

ARTICLE #

75047

COLOR

camo _606

COLOR

camo _606

COLOR

pintail _682

pintail _682
stickerbomb _240
SIZES

COLOR

L/XL

stickerbomb _240

EVOLUTION GRAPHIC DESIGN
Back To Content

S/M

VIEW ONLINE

HELMETS
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MODEL

EVOLUTION SPECIAL MAKEUP

ARTICLE #

7500470

COLOR

clear white (white EPS) _270

SIZES

S/M

L/XL

EVOLUTION SPECIAL MAKEUP
Back To Content

MODEL

EVOLUTION INJECTED COLOR

ARTICLE #

750460

COLOR

injected black _151

SIZES

S/M

EVOLUTION INJECTED COLOR

VIEW ONLINE

HELMETS

L/XL

VIEW ONLINE

30

PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
EN 1078
CPSC
FIT
Asian Fit
Tuned Fit System
Snug Fit
Low Fit
COMFORT
14 vents with air flow channels
Comfort padding in 2 sizes

EVOLUTION ASIAN FIT

VIEW ONLINE

The Evolution Asian Fit is designed with a rounder shape and fits well for bigger and rounder heads. It features
the same custom low, snug fit of the Evolution helmet and is one of the slimmest hardshell designs available.
It features a tough skate-style hardshell construction, which securely protects all the useful bits of your noggin.
The design curves anatomically around the head for a great fit and tailored wearing comfort. The Evolution
helmet is offered in a large range of colors and graphics.

Back To Content
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Durable
ABS Shell

Injected
PC straps

Segmented
EPS Foam

PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
EN 1078
CPSC
UKCA
FIT
Flex Tech instant fit
Tuned Fit System
Low Fit
COMFORT
14 vents with active shell venting
Hardshell ear coverage
Comfort padding in 2 sizes

MODEL

DAWN FLEX SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

790001

COLOR

black _145

SIZES

S/M

WEIGHT

480 g / 16.94 oz

Back To Content

L/XL

DAWN FLEX

VIEW ONLINE

The revolutionary Dawn Flex helmet brings true soft-fit comfort combined with a CE certified construction. This is
what soft-shell users have been waiting for: the perfect compromise between comfort and safety. We have added our
FlexTech innovation to this classic full-cut design with ear protection. The Dawn Flex utilizes a series of interior EPS
foam segments connected by a reinforced skeleton, allowing the helmet to flex and mold to your head while still exceeding safety standards. The result is a lid that fits snugly without cramping, and will exceed all your expectations.

HELMETS
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MODEL

DAWN SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

79001

COLORS

black _102
white _277

SIZES

S/M

WEIGHT

460 g / 16.23 oz

L/XL

COLOR

black _102

PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
EN 1078
COLOR

CPSC

white _277

UKCA
FIT
Tuned Fit System
Low Fit
COMFORT
14 vents with active shell venting
Hardshell ear coverage
Comfort padding in 2 sizes

DAWN

VIEW ONLINE

Inspired by the design of old-school helmets from skateboarding‘s halcyon days, the
Dawn features a classic full-cut design. The hardshell comes in a single mould, with
low cut earflaps, which suggest that distinctive retro look. Built from our tried- andtested hardshell construction, with sturdy PP and shock-absorbing EPS foam padding,
the Dawn helmet is the first of its kind meeting all required safety standards.

Back To Content

MODEL

DAWN PRO DESIGN
DECLAN BROOKS

ARTICLE #

79008

COLOR

declan blue _680

SIZES

S/M

L/XL

DAWN PRO DESIGN DECLAN BROOKS

HELMETS

VIEW ONLINE
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PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
EN 1078
CPSC
UKCA
FIT
Tuned Fit System
COMFORT
13 vents
Basic padding in 2 sizes

COLOR

injected white _157

SKATE/BMX

COLOR

injected black _151

SKATE/BMX INJECTED COLOR

ARTICLE #

750400

COLORS

injected black _151
injected white _157

VIEW ONLINE

The Skate/BMX helmet was launched back in 1998, and is an absolute classic that served as a
template for many others to follow. This regular shaped halfshell lid became famous in 1999 when
it protected skateboard legend Tony Hawk from a serious injury while attempting a full loop.

Back To Content

MODEL

HELMETS

SIZES

S/M

WEIGHT

420 g / 14.82 oz

L/XL
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COLOR

satin black _147

MODEL

IVY SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

75065

COLORS

satin black _147
satin azuro _479

COLOR

satin azuro _479

SIZES

XXS/XS

WEIGHT

250 g / 8.82 oz

PROTECTION
In-mold construction
EN 1078
TÜV Süd GS
CPSC
UKCA
FIT
Tuned Fit System
Snug Fit

IVY

VIEW ONLINE

Through city streets and bike parks the super-light, low-profile
Ivy delivers maximum head protection and comfort for active women. Designed to ride like a second skull, it has a sleek profile,
a featherweight In-mold construction, 14-hole venting and our
customisable Tuned Fit System for ultimate comfort and hold.

Back To Content

HELMETS

Low Fit
COMFORT
12 vents with air flow channels
Basic padding in 3 sizes
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COLOR

satin desert dust _188

COLOR

satin ocean depths _595

COLOR

satin calla green _694

COLOR

satin mint _225

COLOR

satin porcelain blue _224

COLOR

satin sakura _252

PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
EN 1078
CPSC
UKCA
FIT
Tuned Fit System
Snug Fit
Low Fit
MODEL

EVOLUTION WMN SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

750465

COLORS

satin calla green _694

COMFORT
14 vents with air flow channels
Comfort padding in 2 sizes
satin desert dust _188
satin mint _225
satin ocean depths _595

EVOLUTION WMN

When it comes to hardshell helmets, women love the Evolution because its Snug
Fit flatters female heads. The slim design curves anatomically around the head for
a great fit and tailored wearing comfort. It features a tough skate-style hardshell
construction, combined with just the right amount of sleekness and attractive
colors. Available in two shell sizes.

Back To Content

satin porcelain blue _224

VIEW ONLINE

satin sakura _252
SIZES

XXS/XS S/M

WEIGHT

XXS/XS: 440 g / 15.53 oz
S-XL: 460 g / 16.23 oz

L/XL

HELMETS
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MODEL

SEEK YOUTH FR GRAPHIC DESIGN

ARTICLE #

75082

COLORS

flow grey-black _267
flow black-orange _441

COLOR

flow grey-black _267

COLOR

flow black-orange _441

SIZES

XXS/XS

WEIGHT

510 g / 17.99 oz

PROTECTION
Hardshell construction

REMOVABLE VISOR

Removable chin bar
EN 1078

HARDSHELL CONSTRUCTION

CPSC
FIT

COMFORT PADDING
Dial Fit System

COMFORT

17 VENTS

17 vents

REMOVABLE CHIN BAR

Removable visor
Comfort padding

DIAL FIT SYSTEM

SEEK YOUTH FR

VIEW ONLINE

The Seek Youth FR, with removable full-face protection, is an adaptable allmountain enduro helmet for hard riding kids. Remove the full-face protection
on climbs, then attach it for complete protection on descents. Equipped with
the excellent air circulation of a 17 vents, precision Micro-Dial Fit System
and a removable pro-style visor this hardshell ABS helmet offers maximum
impact protection, supreme comfort and adaptability.

Back To Content

REMOVABLE CHIN BAR

HELMETS
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PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
EN 1078
CPSC
UKCA
FIT
Tuned Fit System
Snug Fit
Low Fit
COMFORT
14 vents with air flow channels
Basic padding in 2 sizes

COLOR

satin olive _168

COLOR

COLOR

EVOLUTION YOUTH

satin black _147

MODEL

EVOLUTION YOUTH SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

750490

COLORS

satin black _147

MODEL

EVOLUTION YOUTH
INJECTED COLOR

ARTICLE #

750495

COLORS

injected black _151

SIZES

XXS/XS

satin white _165

VIEW ONLINE

The younger sibling of the Evolution helmet delivers the same attention to
detail as its big brother. The Evolution Youth features a tough ABS hardshell
in a shell size optimised for youth and young adult riders. The low profile
skate-style fit fully protects temples and nape, making it the first choice for
young bucks conquering streets, park and rails.
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satin white _165

satin olive _168
SIZES

XXS/XS

WEIGHT

440 g / 15.53 oz

HELMETS
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MODEL

NIPPER MAXI SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

750641

COLOR

satin black _147
satin olive _168
COLOR

satin black _147

COLOR

satin olive _168

COLOR

satin acid yellow _178

COLOR

satin purplemagic _582

satin acid yellow _178
satin purplemagic _582
SIZES

XXS/XS

WEIGHT

250 g / 8.82 oz

PROTECTION
In-mold construction
EN 1078
TÜV Süd GS
CPSC
UKCA
FIT
Tuned Fit System
Snug Fit
Low Fit
COMFORT
12 vents with air flow channels
Reflective straps
Basic padding in 3 sizes

NIPPER MAXI

VIEW ONLINE

A sleek, compact shell, an amazing fit and super-lightweight construction
- the Nipper Maxi helmet is built for youth and smaller sized adult heads.
The In-mold construction makes it ultra-light, while our anatomically
shaped, low-profile design guarantees a comfortable, secure fit. Rigged
out with easy to adjust size pads for fine-tuning your fit.

Back To Content
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MODEL

NIPPER MINI SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

75064

COLORS

satin black _147
satin acid yellow _178

SIZES

JXXS/JXS

WEIGHT

210 g / 7.41 oz

PROTECTION
In-mold construction
EN 1078
TÜV Süd GS
COLOR

satin black _147

COLOR

satin acid yellow _178
CPSC
FIT
Tuned Fit System
Snug Fit
Low Fit
MODEL

NIPPER MINI GRAPHIC DESIGN

12 vents with air flow channels

ARTICLE #

750640

Reflective straps

COLOR

dinosaur _394

Basic padding in 3 sizes

SIZES

JXXS/JXS

COMFORT

NIPPER MINI

VIEW ONLINE

Keeping your loved ones safe is our top priority. With vulnerable kids‘ heads in mind, we have developed a customised
helmet for the youngest thrill-seekers out on the streets The Nipper Mini helmet delivers certified safety, a confident
low-profile fit, unbeatable comfort and all in a super-lightweight package. The entirety of the back of the head and
temples are fully protected, and slippage and wobbling are things of the past! If you want your little ruler to ride safe
and in style, our Nipper Mini is your choice - the strongest marriage of comfort and reassurance combined. And naturally, it‘s styled out with our super-cool graphics and colors.

Back To Content
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PROTECTION
In-mold construction
EN 1078
CPSC

COLOR

UKCA

satin black _147
FIT

Dial Fit System
Tuned Fit System
COLOR

satin paynes grey _162

Low Fit
COMFORT
11 vents

COLOR

COLOR

satin oxblood _140

Reflective straps

satin white _181

Basic padding in 2 sizes

MODEL

META SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

75039

COLOR AND SIZE

JXXS/JXS XXS/XS

S/M

L/XL

XXL
(asian fit)

COLOR

satin acid yellow _178

satin black _147

•

•

•

•

•

satin white _181

•

•

•

•

–

MODEL

META GRAPHIC DESIGN

satin acid yellow _178

•

•

•

•

–

ARTICLE #

750391

satin olive _168

•

•

•

•

–

COLOR AND SIZE

JXXS/JXS XXS/XS

satin oxblood _140

•

•

•

•

–

panda _255

•

satin paynes grey _162

•

•

•

•

–

sticky _445

•

WEIGHT

META

290-370 g / 10.23-13.06 oz

COLOR

satin olive _168

WEIGHT

S/M

L/XL

•

–

–

•

•

•

290-370 g / 10.23-13.06 oz

COLOR

META

FOR ALL COLORS AND SIZES SEE PAGE 23

panda _255

COLOR

sticky _445

VIEW ONLINE

The city can be a dangerous playground, with a safe helmet the
active urbanites’ first line of defence. The Meta is an all-sport city
helmet, featuring a ventilated, lightweight In-mold construction and
our easy to adjust Dial Fit System for a perfect fit on the move.
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COLOR

satin white _165

PRECISELY
PLACED VISOR

PROTECTION
ABS Hardshell construction

ABS HARDSHELL
CONSTRUCTION

Full-Frame EPS
PC laminated EPS in chinbar
EN 1078

FULL-FRAME EPS

ASTM F1952
UKCA

QUICK RELEASE
CHEEK PADS

COMFORT
Superior ventilation (12 vents) to ensure airflow
is maximized at both low and high speeds

PC LAMINATED
EPS IN CHINBAR

Front vent mesh insert
Quick release comfort liner for easy washing
and cleaning
Quick release cheek pads

FRONT VENT
MESH INSERT

SENTINEL

Precisely placed visor

VIEW ONLINE

The Sentinel is TSG’s newest full-face helmet, built for next level downhill mountain biking and jump sessions. The
helmet is created in collaboration with one of the industry‘s most legendary helmet designers and the super-tough ABS
outershell makes it possible to build a sleeker more solid silhouette with the added strength of a toughened PC-laminated EPS foam protective face guard. 12 vents maximize airflow through the helmet at all speeds and a wide eyeport
with precision placed visor deliver superior vision and accommodate a wide range of premium goggles for riding. To top
it off, the Sentinel’s comfort liner and cheek pads are removable and washable, so however hard the helmet is ridden it
can be kept as fresh as when it came out the box. Just add a bike, bravado and beasty mountain and it’s time to rip.
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MODEL

SENTINEL SOLID COLOR

ARTICLE #

750860

COLOR

satin black _147
satin olive _141
satin red _200
satin white _165

SIZES

XS

WEIGHT

1160-1270 g / 40.92-44.8 oz

S

COLOR

satin red _200

COLOR

satin black _147

Back To Content

M

L

XL

XXL

COLOR

satin olive _141

FULLFACE
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COMFORT
Air Flow Channels
Nose Vent Ports
Removable Fogging-blocker in 2 sizes
Ear Slots
PROTECTION

Washable Comfort Liner

COLOR

matt pink _291

MODEL

PASS PRO SOLID COLOR
(+BONUS VISOR)

ARTICLE #

79025

COLOR

matt black _173

matt olive _168
matt pink _291
matt red _200

Back To Content

S

WEIGHT

980 g / 34.57 oz

M

L

Hardshell fiberglass construction

Size adjust cheek pads

Vacuum Bag-Mould

2 Spherical lenses (clear and tinted anti-scratch/
anti-fog treated)

EN 1078

Sealed view window

ASTM F1952

Double D-Ring closure

UKCA

matt black _173

PASS PRO

matt blue _135

SIZES

COLOR

Removable cheek pads

XL

COLOR

matt blue _135

COLOR

matt olive _168

COLOR

matt red _200

VIEW ONLINE

Developed and engineered in conjunction with a downhill skateboard world champion, the Pass Pro downhill helmet is the
last word in performance. The compact shell and its aerodynamic design allow for an unrestrained speed rush, while its
CE certified construction lets you cut loose with confidence. We are working with a progressive manufacturing process that
eliminates trapped air and compresses the multiple layers of the helmet shell to deliver a stronger but lighter build and
a clean and refined surface. The spherical curved visor with scratch-proof, anti-fog coating guarantees optimal peripheral
vision. Nose vent ports together with a revolutionary exhalation fogging blocker above the mouth pushes exhaled breath
down and out of the helmet, thereby supporting the anti-fogging design. The removable cheek pads can be size adjusted to
perfectly fit each individual‘s head shape.

FULLFACE SKATE
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CERTIFIED PROTECTION AGAINST HARD KNOCKS
TSG protective gear protects you against the inevitable knocks of riding hard and exceeds the most stringent
international safety standards for personal protective equipment. From Hardshell to Pure Softshell, we offer
constructions for all conditions and riders demands.

Back To Content

PROTECTION BIKE
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PROTECTION

PROTECTION

Amplified Softshell construction

Amplified Softshell construction

ACF impact foam

ACF impact foam
Removable PE Hardshell shin guard
Bike protocol PPETS0002
based on EN 1621-1:2012
COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Horseshoe shape, Stretchy neoprene
fabric, Tough Stretch cover, Anti-slip NBR, Lateral
padding, Neoprene Butterfly straps, Bottom velcro 360°
strap, Removable foam, Open-back design

Detachable PE shin guard
MODEL

KNEE-SHINGUARD TEMPER A 2.0

MODEL

KNEEGUARD TASK A 2.0

ARTICLE #

7102801

ARTICLE #

7101401

COLOR

black _030

COLOR

black _030

SIZES

S

SIZES

S

EN 1621-1:2012, Level 1
COMFORT

KNEE-SHINGUARD TEMPER A 2.0

M

L

XL

VIEW ONLINE

The Temper A 2.0 combine a ACF impact knee pad with hard-shell shin protection for aggressive
mountain biking. Robust and yet comfortable neoprene construction featuring a total of 4 velcro
fasteners for quick release. We have extended the shin coverage, re-shaped the calf profile and
added an 360° bottom strap for a perfect fusion of comfort and protection.

Back To Content

M

L

Pre-shaped design, Horseshoe shape, Stretchy neoprene
fabric, Tough Stretch cover, Anti-slip NBR, Lateral padding, Top velcro 360° strap, Bottom velcro strap, Vented
mesh at back of knee, Removable foam, Pull-over design

XL

KNEEGUARD TASK A 2.0

VIEW ONLINE

The Kneeguard Task A 2.0 comes with an extra-long, full coverage knee pad made of intelligent
ACF for advanced impact protection. A pierce-proof insert keeps sharp objects like rocks, splintered branches or screw tips from penetrating the foam. A long greave covers your vulnerable
shins; it can be detached to convert it easily from knee/shin to knee-only protection.

PROTECTION BIKE / KNEE-SHIN
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MODEL

KNEEGUARD TAHOE A

ARTICLE #

7101211

COLOR

black _030

SIZES

S

M

PROTECTION
Amplified Softshell construction
L

XL

ACF impact foam
Bike protocol PPETS0002
based on EN 1621-1:2012

PROTECTION
Amplified Softshell construction

MODEL

KNEEGUARD TAHOE ZIP A

ARTICLE #

7101202

COLOR

black _030

ACF impact foam
Bike protocol PPETS0002
based on EN 1621-1:2012

SIZES

S

KNEEGUARD SCOUT A

ARTICLE #

71018

COLOR

ripped black _215

SIZES

S

M

L

XL

PROTECTION
Pure Softshell construction

COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Side zipper for easy on and
off, Horseshoe shape, Pierce-proof insert, Stretchy
neoprene fabric, Tough Stretch cover, Anti-slip NBR,
Lateral padding, Top velcro 360° strap, Bottom
velcro strap, Removable foam

MODEL

ACF impact foam
M

L

XL
EN 1621-1 CE

COMFORT

COMFORT

Pre-shaped design, Horseshoe Shape, Stretchy neoprene
fabric, Tough Stretch cover, Anti-slip NBR, Lateral
padding, Top velcro 360° strap, Bottom velcro strap,
Removable foam, Pull-over design

Pre-shaped design, Horseshoe shape, Soft Neoprene
sleeve, Strong tear-resistant nylon, Anti-slip top cuff,
Vented 4-way mesh back, Top velcro 360° strap, Bottom
velcro strap, Pull-over design

KNEEGUARD TAHOE A

KNEEGUARD TAHOE ZIP A
VIEW ONLINE

The Kneeguard Tahoe A is an all-mountain, dirt and park riders’
kneeguard, offering complete protection and a non-slip design for
comfortable, unhindered pedalling. This pull-on pad features a shape-conforming neoprene body with lateral padding and a removable,
pierce-proof ACF kneepad for crash activated surround protection.
A 360° strap system, bottom strap and anti-slip NBR liner give it a
secure, comfortable fit even in the harshest of riding conditions.

Back To Content

VIEW ONLINE

The Kneeguard Tahoe Zip is TSG’s brand new edition of a tried and
tested essential piece of bike protection. The pad sleeve, which has a
vertical zip to make it easier to get fit and wear, is made from supportive stretchy neoprene fabric and is secured by a top Velcro 360° strap
and bottom Velcro strap to keep the horseshoe shaped knee shield
in place. The shield has a two layer construction: A body-conforming
soft cup forms around the knee and absorbs shocks while a thin hard
cap directly on the foam prevents puncture wounds from pedals and
stones. The pads open-backed design adds to its comfort and all-condition usability. It is the essential all-mountain, dirt and park riding
protection for your mid-leg.

PROTECTION BIKE / KNEE

KNEEGUARD SCOUT A

VIEW ONLINE

The Scout serie is our entry-level soft guard armed with ACF
foam in a slip-resistant Horseshoe design. On the outside,
tough Cordura protects the contact surface, while the soft
neoprene cuff feels smooth and comfortable on the skin.
Top and bottom Velcro straps allow for individual adjustment. Anti-slip silicone on the upper cuff keeps the Scout A
in place, while a mesh back delivers superior ventilation.
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MODEL

KNEEGUARD CHAMBER

ARTICLE #

710124

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

S

M

L

XL

PROTECTION
Pure Softshell construction
PGF gel foam
Bike protocol PPETS0002 (test method partially
based on EN 1621-1:2012 and others)
COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Perforated Neoprene, Unique Air
Stream Design, Extra top padding for more safety and a
TSG Horseshoe shaped fit, Lateral padding, Cut-out at
the back of the knee, Spandex lined back for comfort,
Anti-slip NBR, Anti-slip bottom cuff, Top velcro 360°
strap, Bottom velcro strap, Pull-over design

PROTECTION
Pure Softshell construction

KNEEGUARD CHAMBER

KNEE-SLEEVE JOINT

Articulated PU memory foam

ARTICLE #

71014

Bike protocol PPETS0002
based on EN 1621-1:2012

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XXS/XS

S/M

COMFORT
L/XL

XXL

Flexible spandex sleeve, Anti-slip top cuff, Lateral
padding, Vented mesh and cut-out at back of knee,
Pull-over design

VIEW ONLINE

The Kneeguard Chamber is a super light, pre-shaped pad that sets new standards in comfort, ventilation, and protection.
The Kneeguard Chamber features a perforated light neoprene/mesh pull-on body for max ventilation. The back of knee
features a spandex lined opening for comfort and flexibility. Integrated into this sleeve is an extremely flexible, shockabsorbent and perforated PGF knee pad, which allows for a slimmer profile with no loss of protection and for additional
ventilation. We have tagged this ingenious and comprehensive ventilation concept Air Stream Design. Additionally, lateral
pads and a pad above the knee provide added protection. To keep the pad in place it was equipped with a layer of nonslip NBR top and non-slip silicone bottom and 360 Velcro strap.

Back To Content

MODEL

KNEE-SLEEVE JOINT

VIEW ONLINE

The slip-on Joint knee sleeve provides lightweight, low-profile Softshell protection
with maximum flexibility. A vented mesh back and flexible spandex sleeve give
this easy-to-ride pad its perfect fit and flexibility, while articulated soft padding
delivers reliable crash protection with outstanding freedom of movement. You
won’t know you’re wearing it until you slam.

PROTECTION BIKE / KNEE
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PROTECTION
PROTECTION

Pure Softshell construction

Pure Softshell construction
ACF impact foam
Bike protocol PPETS0002
based on EN 1621-1:2012
COMFORT
Flexible spandex sleeve, Power Band enhancement
for added compression, Tough Stretch cover, Anti-slip
top cuff, Vented mesh and cut-out at back of knee,
Pull-over design

ACF impact foam
MODEL

KNEE-SLEEVE DERMIS A

MODEL

KNEE-SLEEVE DERMIS PRO A

Gap-free knee/shin protection

ARTICLE #

710132

ARTICLE #

710133

Bike protocol PPETS0002
based on EN 1621-1:2012

COLOR

black _031

COLOR

black _030

SIZES

XXS/XS

SIZES

XXS/XS

KNEE-SLEEVE DERMIS A

S/M

L/XL

L/XL

KNEE-SLEEVE DERMIS PRO A

VIEW ONLINE

The Knee-Sleeve Dermis A is a lightweight, slim-line bike pad that protects against impact and
scrapes on and off the trails. The spandex sleeve features strategically placed PU Powerband stripes,
inspired by kinesiology tape, add strength to the lightweight material and reduces movement. This
means that the sleeve is not only well ventilated for all day comfort but is also secure and is uniquely
packable. The protective qualities of this consist of an ergonomic soft-shell pad with Tough Stretch
facing: Packable protection for when easy rides turn hard.

Back To Content

S/M

COMFORT
Flexible spandex sleeve, Tough Stretch cover, Anti-slip
top cuff, Vented mesh and cut-out at back of knee,
Pull-over design

VIEW ONLINE

The Dermis Pro A is a lightweight, slim-line knee and shin protector for BMX racing and tough
enduros. The pads easy-on spandex sleeve construction features climate control mesh venting and
a behind-the-knee cut-out for better flex and comfort. The pad incorporates laminated ACF foam
with a Tough Stretch outer, whose super-light, comfortable, slim-line build provides all-day hardcore
protection. In short they are comfortable, packable and provide certified armour for the hardest of
riding conditions.

PROTECTION BIKE / KNEE
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PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
Removable PE Hardshell shin guard

SHINGUARD BMX

EVA foam

MODEL

SHINGUARD BMX

Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013

ARTICLE #

76012

COMFORT

COLOR

black _102

Stretchy neoprene fabric, 4 velcro straps, Open back
design

SIZES

S/M

L/XL

VIEW ONLINE

The Shinguard BMX combines a flexible neoprene construction with a fully removable
high-density PE shin splint, to keep slipped pedals from tattooing your shin.

PROTECTION

MODEL

RIOT SOCK

ARTICLE #

76042

COLOR

grey-striped _217

SIZES

35-38 39-42 43-46

Hardshell construction
PROTECTION

Removable PE Hardshell shin guard

Pure Softshell construction

EVA foam

SHINGUARD SAMIR

Removable PE splint on inside leg

MODEL

SHINGUARD SAMIR

PU memory foam on shin and ankles

Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013

ARTICLE #

76016

Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013

COMFORT

COLOR

black _147

COMFORT

Stretchy neoprene fabric, 2 velcro straps, Open back
design

SIZES

S/M

3-Parted Shin protection, Rib Cuff

RIOT SOCK
VIEW ONLINE

Short-style shinguard for use in combination with longer knee guards like our
Tahoe. Created and developed by Sam Pilgrim and Amir Kabbani. With foam padding,
a removable PE guard and lateral splint in a flexible neoprene body.

Back To Content

L/XL

VIEW ONLINE

Putting safety at the forefront, the TSG Riot Sock offers protection built
within the comfort of a sock. The 3-part soft shin foam fits snug around shins,
keeping them safe from slipped pedals. Additional foam padding protect the
ankles.

PROTECTION BIKE / SHIN
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MODEL

SINGLE ANKLE-GUARD CAM

MODEL

ANKLE SUPPORT

ARTICLE #

760410

ARTICLE #

76043

COLOR

black _102

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

S/M

SIZES

S/M

L/XL

L/XL

PROTECTION
EVA foam on ankles
PE guard at inside leg
Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013

Soft stretchy fabric, Pull-over design

ANKLE SUPPORT 2.0

ARTICLE #

76044

COLOR

black _102

COMFORT

SIZES

S/M

Quick lace technology, Wraparound velcro construction,
Breathable 3D mesh tongue, Swen-in arch, Non-bulky
sleek design, Comfortable fit in any footwear

Wraparound velcro construction, Lace-up fit system,
Flexible hems, 3D mesh shoe tongue, Doesn‘t affect
shoe size

PROTECTION
Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013

L/XL

ANKLE SUPPORT 2.0

VIEW ONLINE

SINGLE
ANKLE-GUARD CAM
VIEW ONLINE

The Ankle Support 2.0 is designed to hold and protect action sports athletes‘
ankles against bruising, minor impact, and torsional injuries. It features a
sleek, snug fitting construction, with stabilizing wraparound velcro straps and
with a new fast easy to lace closure. It fits happily into any style of footwear
and a breathable 3D mesh tongue delivers added fit and comfort. Let TSG
protect your ankles while you focus on the run.
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Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013
COMFORT

COMFORT

MODEL

PROTECTION

Soft fit ankle protection with EVA foam padded
ankle pads. A thin PE board at the inside leg buffers
when spinning the bike and protects against uncontrolled pedals.

PROTECTION BIKE / ANKLE

ANKLE SUPPORT

VIEW ONLINE

Stabilising ankle support system for prevention against
sprains and other ankle-related injuries. Flexible hems
and 3D mesh padded tongue for max wearing comfort.
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PROTECTION
Amplified Softshell construction
ACF impact foam
MODEL

ELBOWGUARD TAHOE A 2.0

ARTICLE #

720202

COLOR

black _031

SIZES

S

Bike protocol PPETS0002 based on
EN 1621-1:2012
COMFORT

M

L

XL

Pre-shaped design, Horseshoe Shape, Stretchy neoprene
fabric, Tough Stretch cover, Anti-slip NBR, Lateral
padding, Flex Zones, Top and bottom velcro straps,
Removable foam, Pull-over design

ELBOWGUARD TAHOE A 2.0

VIEW ONLINE

Full-coverage elbow guard in a pre-shaped sleeve, with a true anti-slip fit and great
flexibility. The soft ACF impact pad adapts to the body and offers high performance
shock absorption. Covered with an elastic pierce-proof insert for superior protection.
Perfect for tough dirt rides and fun freeride trips.

PROTECTION
Pure Softshell construction
ACF impact foam
MODEL

ELBOWGUARD SCOUT A

ARTICLE #

72018

COLOR

ripped black _215

SIZES

S

EN 1621-1:2012, Level 1
COMFORT

M

L

XL

Pre-shaped design, Horseshoe shape, Soft Neoprene
sleeve, Strong tear-resistant nylon, Anti-slip top cuff,
Vented 4-way mesh at arm bend, Top velcro 360° strap,
Bottom velcro strap, Pull-over design

ELBOWGUARD SCOUT A

VIEW ONLINE

The Scout serie is our entry-level soft guard armed with ACF foam in a slip-resistant
Horseshoe design. On the outside, tough tear-resistant nylon protects the contact
surface, while the soft neoprene cuff feels smooth and comfortable on the skin. Top
and bottom Velcro straps allow for individual adjustment. Anti-slip silicone on the
upper cuff keeps the Scout A in place, while a mesh back delivers superior ventilation.

Back To Content

PROTECTION BIKE / ELBOW
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PROTECTION

PROTECTION

Pure Softshell construction

Pure Softshell construction

PGF gel foam

Articulated PU memory foam

Bike protocol PPETS0002 (test method partially
based on EN 1621-1:2012 and others)

Bike protocol PPETS0002
based on EN 1621-1:2012

COMFORT

COMFORT

Pre-shaped design, Perforated Neoprene, Unique Air
Stream Design, Cut-out at elbow bend, Strategically
placed vented mesh, Anti-slip top and bottom cuff,
Pull-over design

Flexible spandex sleeve, Anti-slip top cuff, Vented mesh
at arm bend, Pull-over design

MODEL

ELBOWGUARD CHAMBER

MODEL

ELBOW-SLEEVE JOINT

ARTICLE #

72015

ARTICLE #

72014

COLOR

black _102

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

S

SIZES

XXS/XS

M

L

XL

ELBOWGUARD CHAMBER

VIEW ONLINE

The Elbowguard Chamber is the perfect match for the Kneepad Chamber and features the same cutting-edge Air
Stream design for enhanced breathability, ventilation and comfort. This pre-shaped pad is constructed around a
perforated light neoprene/mesh pull-on body, with a cut out inner elbow cuff for unmatched comfort and fit. The
vented elbow padding is made from a flexible and shock absorbent PGF gel pad which allow for a slimmer build
with exceptional protection. To keep the pad in place it is furnished with anti-slip top and bottom cuffs.

Back To Content

S/M

L/XL

XXL

ELBOW-SLEEVE JOINT

VIEW ONLINE

The Softshell, slip-on Joint elbow sleeve is the most flexible, lightweight and comfortable
elbow protection in the TSG line. Ergonomically shaped and with a secure, unrestrictive fit
it offers maximum anti-slip impact defense with minimum bulk and outstanding freedom
of movement. You won’t know you’re wearing it until you slam.

PROTECTION BIKE / ELBOW
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PROTECTION
Pure Softshell construction
ACF impact foam
Bike protocol PPETS0002
based on EN 1621-1:2012
COMFORT
Flexible spandex sleeve, Power Band enhancment for
added compression, Tough Stretch cover, Anti-slip top
cuff, Vented mesh at arm bend, Pull-over design

MODEL

WRIST BRACE

ARTICLE #

730000

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

ONE SIZE

PROTECTION
MODEL

ELBOW-SLEEVE DERMIS A

Pure Softshell construction

ARTICLE #

720132

Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013

COLOR

black _031

SIZES

XXS/XS

S/M

COMFORT
Full wrist support with unobstructed natural grip, Lightweight breathable material for maxmum comfort, Wrap
around velcro construction, Adjustable strap for custom
support preferences, One size fits all

L/XL

ELBOW-SLEEVE DERMIS A

VIEW ONLINE

Lightweight, packable and offering protection against impacts and scrapes the Elbow-Sleeve Dermis A is
the perfect travel pad for easy mtb enduro riding. The key feature of this protective sleeve is strategically
placed PU Powerband stripes, inspired by kinesiology tape, that add strength to the lightweight material
and significantly reduces movement when worn. The sleeve is therefore well ventilated, easy to wear and
secure, as well as uniquely packable in the smallest of trail backpacks. And when the riding gets tough
the ergonomic soft-shell pads with tough stretch facing come into play. Packable protection for when easy
rides turn hard.
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WRIST BRACE

VIEW ONLINE

The Wrist Brace is TSG‘s wrist support for bikers. The one-size-fits-all brace delivers
supreme support and comfort. At the same time, it allows a natural and unobstructed
grip on the handlebars. The cushioning wraparound design is made from lightweight
breathable fabric for perfect comfort under pressure, while secure Velcro closure makes
the guard easily adjustable for snug personalised protection. It will be the first piece of
kit you reach for on every ride.

PROTECTION BIKE / ELBOW & WRIST
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PROTECTION
Pure Softshell construction
ACF impact foam at hip, thigh and tailbone

MTB CRASH PANT A

Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013

VIEW ONLINE

The MTB Crash Pant A delivers maximum protection in a bulk-free short. The short’s thigh, hip and
tailbone pads are all removable and made from form-fitting, soft-shell ACF foam, which absorbs 95% of
impact energy for a safer, more comfortable fit. The shorts also include a Coolmax chamois crotch gusset,
to minimise chaffing, add comfort and ventilation and guarantee longer lasting freshness where it counts.
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COMFORT
Coolmax chamois, Antimicrobial treatedwith Sanitized®,
Comfortable spandex body, Vent mesh panels, Elastic
waist, Removable foam

PROTECTION BIKE / HIP

MODEL

MTB CRASH PANT A

ARTICLE #

47068

COLOR

black _030

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XXXL
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PROTECTION

PROTECTION

Pure Softshell construction

Pure Softshell construction

CRASH PANT A

ACF impact foam at hip, thigh and tailbone

EVA foam at hip, thigh and tailbone

MODEL

CRASH PANT ALL TERRAIN

ARTICLE #

47067

Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013

Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013

ARTICLE #

470571

COLOR

black _030

SIZES

XS

MODEL

S

M

L

CRASH PANT A

XL

XXL

XXXL

COMFORT

COMFORT

COLOR

black _102

Comfortable spandex body, Vent mesh panels, Elastic
waist, Removable foam

Comfortable spandex body, Elastic waist

SIZES

XS

CRASH PANT ALL TERRAIN

VIEW ONLINE

Highest protection in the lowest-profile short possible. The Crash Pant A uses a smart
foam, which absorbs and then dissipates impact energy effectively whilst being softer and
more comfortable than standard foam. All thigh, hip and tailbone pads can be removed
easily at wash time. Ventilated to keep you cool downstairs.

Back To Content

S

M

L

XL

VIEW ONLINE

Our best value Crash Pant All Terrain provides quality protection for the
recreational action sports athlete. Slim and form-fitted, the multi-sectional
foam panels are hidden below your pants while providing extra protection
for thighs, hips and tailbone.

PROTECTION BIKE / HIP
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PROTECTION
PROTECTION

Pure Softshell construction

MODEL

PROTECTIVE SHIRT L/S TAHOE
PRO A 2.0

ARTICLE #

740151

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XS

S

ACF foam back protector

Pure Softshell construction

ACF foam elbow pads

ACF impact foam back protector

Multilayer EVA/ACF shoulder pads

Multilayer EVA/ACF shoulder pads

Thermo chest pad

Thermo chest pad

EVA kidney pads

EVA kidney pads

EN 1621-2 Level 1
COMFORT

M

L

XL

Hydration bladder ready (not included), Two cut-outs on
back panel for water tube passing, Water tube loops on
shoulder, Full side front zip for easy on and off, Stretch
spandex fabric, Slim-Fit, Tough Stretch cover on shoulder and elbow, Removable back protector, Pre-designed
shoulder pads, Armpit ventilation

PROTECTIVE SHIRT L/S TAHOE PRO A 2.0

VIEW ONLINE

Designed for the rigours of downhill and all-mountain riding the Protective Shirt LS Tahoe Pro A 2.0
delivers comfortable ventilated, torso, back and arm protection with the benefit of an specific hydration
bladder capability – hydration system isn’t included. Made from a stretch Spandex fabric with a
full-length front zip this easy-on slim-fit shirt contains lightweight, conformable, soft-shell padding
including a removable ACF foam back protector, ACF foam elbow pads, Multilayer EVA/ACF shoulder
pads, Thermo chest pad and EVA kidney pads, with toughened external covering on the shoulders and
elbow for added durability.
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MODEL

PROTECTIVE SHIRT TAHOE
PRO A 2.0

ARTICLE #

740161

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XS

S

EN 1621-2 Level 1
COMFORT

M

L

XL

Hydration bladder ready (not included), Two cut-outs on
back panel for water tube passing, Water tube loops on
shoulder, Full side front zip for easy on and off, Stretch
spandex fabric, Slim-Fit, Tough Stretch cover on shoulders, Removable back protector, Pre-designed shoulder
pads, Armpit ventilation

PROTECTIVE SHIRT TAHOE PRO A 2.0

VIEW ONLINE

This is the latest version of the Protective Shirt Tahoe Pro A and is built to carry a removable
water bladder with tube channelling, which is ideal for hot rides. Like its predecessor it has
a spandex short-sleeve fitted body with integrated soft-shell protection on the chest, back
(removable), kidneys and shoulders. The back protector insert conforms to a riders shape and
allows for unrestricted movement while providing 95% impact energy absorption. The fabric
is flexible and fast drying, with under-arm venting and a full side zip for added wearability and
comfort. It is also fully washable so it will be fresh ride after ride.

PROTECTION BIKE / UPPER BODY
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PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
PE chest protector
2-pieces articulated PE back protector
EN 1621-2, EN-1621-3
COMFORT
Lightweight construction, Articulated design hugs
the body, Highly vented memory foam for maximum
comfort, Adjustable waist buckle closure system, 3D
foam shoulder pads with fully integrated adjustable strap
system for proper fitment. 3D triple layer foam chassis
with air channels

MODEL

CHEST GUARD ADULT

ARTICLE #

74013

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

ONE SIZE

PROTECTION
Pure Softshell construction
ACF impact foam back protector
EVA padding on upper back
EN 1621-2
MODEL

BACKBONE TANK A 2.0

ARTICLE #

740137

COLOR

black _030

SIZES

S

M

L

XL

COMFORT
Hydration pack ready, Four cut-outs on back panel for
water tube passing, Water tube loops on shoulder and
straps, Maximum flexibility, Extremely comfortable,
Temperature steady, Large coverage, Slim-Fit, Breathable
3D Mesh inside back, Vented construction, Adjustable
waistband with velcro pocket, Belt loops, Storage back
pocket, Protector removable

BACKBONE TANK A 2.0

VIEW ONLINE

The low-profile Backbone Tank A 2.0 delivers comprehensive and safe back coverage with the added
bonus of a hydration bag compartment, plus tube routing and velcro fastening straps for secure
storage. The back protector is made from ACF foam which is both lightweight and highly shock-absorbent to protect against the worst of slams, while an ergonomic, conformable fit delivers premium
security and comfort however hard you ride. 3D Mesh adds breathability for all-day ridablity and
customizable, low-profile, padded shoulder straps guarantee that the Backbone Tank A 2.0 fits firmly
and comfortably, even when worn under a rucksack. There is also a velcro-sealed storage pocket in
the waist belt and an additional open pouch on the back to store lift pass and other bits and bobs
needed for sessioning the hill.
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CHEST GUARD ADULT

VIEW ONLINE

The Chest Guard Adult is a lightweight, articulated, full torso protective top with CE certified chest
and back armour. Designed for a snug, comfortable, secure fit the top’s is equipped with shaped memory foam pads and 3D Triple Layer Foam chassis with air channels for superior protection, personal
climate management and breathability. It is fastened - for minimal movement in bails - with an adjustable waist buckle closure system, while the fit of the foam shoulder pads can be fully customised
to fit all body shapes via an integrated adjustable strap system. Whatever your bike discipline the
Chest Guard Adult provides full torso protection with a lightweight, flexible comfort-driven fit.

PROTECTION BIKE / UPPER BODY
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PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
PE chest protector
PE back protector
EN 1621-2, EN-1621-3
COMFORT

MODEL

CHEST GUARD YOUTH

MODEL

YOUTH KNEEGUARD ESCAPE A

ARTICLE #

740041

ARTICLE #

71012

Pure Softshell construction

COLOR

black _102

COLOR

black _030

ACF impact foam

SIZES

ONE SIZE

SIZES

XXS

Bike protocol PPETS0002
based on EN 1621-1:2012
COMFORT

Lightweight construction, Highly vented memory foam
for maximum comfort, Adjustable waist buckle closure
system, 3D Foam shoulder pads with fully integrated
adjustable strap system for proper fitment. 3D Triple
Layer Foam chassis with air channels

CHEST GUARD YOUTH

Pre-shaped design, Horseshoe Shape, Stretchy neoprene
fabric, Tough Stretch cover, Anti-slip top and bottom
cuff, Neoprene Butterfly straps Open-back design

YOUTH KNEEGUARD ESCAPE A

VIEW ONLINE

This lightweight, articulated protective top is the youth version of the Chest Guard and provides the same levels of
comfort, fit, rider flexibility and articulated armour. It is slim fitting for confidant riding comfort and is equipped with
shaped memory foam pads and 3D Triple Layer Foam chassis with air channels for superior protection, personal climate management and breathability. It is fastened and held in place with an adjustable waist buckle closure system
and the fit of the foam shoulder pads can be fully customised via an integrated adjustable strap system. Chest Guard
Youth = lightweight, flexible, comfort and protect for youths who ride on the edge of their comfort zone.

Back To Content

XS

PROTECTION

VIEW ONLINE

Designed for young experienced mountainbikers the Youth Kneeguard Escape
A is a hardwearing, open-back kneepad with conformable softshell protection.
Made from shape-fitting neoprene and held in place by anti-slip cuffs and a
butterfly straps the pad is equipped with high Performance ACF impact foam
pads designed in a close-fitting horseshoe shape for maximum protection with
ultimate comfort and fit.

PROTECTION BIKE / YOUTH
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PROTECTION
Pure Softshell construction
ACF impact foam
Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013
COMFORT
Flexible spandex sleeve, Tough Stretch cover, Anti-slip
top cuff, Vented mesh at arm bend, Pull-over design

PROTECTION
Pure Softshell construction
ACF impact foam
Gap-free knee/shin protection
Bike protocol PPETS0002 based on
EN 1621-1:2012
MODEL

YOUTH ELBOW-SLEEVE DERMIS A

ARTICLE #

72011

COLOR

black _030

SIZES

XXS

COMFORT
Flexible spandex sleeve, Tough stretch cover, Anti-slip
top cuff, Vented mesh and cut-out at back of knee,
Pull-over design

MODEL

YOUTH KNEE-SLEEVE DERMIS
PRO A

ARTICLE #

71011

COLOR

black _030

SIZES

XXS

XS

YOUTH KNEE-SLEEVE DERMIS PRO A
YOUTH ELBOW-SLEEVE DERMIS A

VIEW ONLINE

Designed specifically for grom enduro riders the Youth Elbow-sleeve Dermis A provides
lightweight, packable elbow protection with a tough stretch facing that keeps you safe
when the riding gets tough. The easy-on soft-shell sleeve is ventilated, fits securely and
is packable in the smallest of trail packs.
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XS

VIEW ONLINE

The Youth Knee-sleeve Dermis Pro A features all the benefits of the adult knee and shin protector but
is designed to fit rookie BMXers and mountain bikers. The pads spandex sleeve construction with cool
mesh venting makes the pad easy to wear and maximises comfort and flex, while the laminated ACF
foam and Tough Stretch cover are lightweight, slim-line and provide certified protection against the
prangs of a full day of riding. Add to this supreme packability and you have full lower leg armour that
kids are stocked to wear.

PROTECTION BIKE / YOUTH
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MODEL

YOUTH KNEE-SHIN

ARTICLE #

760102

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XXS

XS

PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
EVA foam
PE elbow cap
PE forearm guard
Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013
COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Anti-shift silicon print, Top velcro
360° strap, 2 forearm velcro straps, Vented mesh at arm
bend, Pull-over design

HARDSHELL CONSTRUCTION
PE KNEE CAP
EVA FOAM
PE SHIN GUARD
PROTECTION

YOUTH KNEE-SHIN

YOUTH ELBOW

Hardshell construction

ARTICLE #

760103

EVA foam

COLOR

black _102

PE knee cap

SIZES

XXS

XS

PE shin guard

VIEW ONLINE

If your kids take biking seriously, it‘s time for some
serious protection. Designed from scratch for a child‘s
anatomy, the Youth Knee-Shin protector fits perfectly
and offers 3 velcro straps for adjustment. Pre-bended
design with strong knee and shin hardshell protection.
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MODEL

Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013
COMFORT
Pre-shaped Design, Anti-Shift silicone print, Top velcro
360° strap, 2 lower leg velcro straps, Ventilated openback design

YOUTH ELBOW

VIEW ONLINE

First combined elbow and underarm protector for little thrill-seekers who take
biking seriously. The pre-bended design fits perfectly to a kid‘s body, and
provides three straps for adjustment. Vented mesh and foam allow fresh air to
circulate. Strong PE caps at elbow and underarm protect your little ones‘ safely.

PROTECTION BIKE / YOUTH
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PROTECTION
Pure Softshell construction
PU memory foam back protector
EVA padding on upper back
EN 1621-2
COMFORT
Comfortable spandex vest, Slim-Fit, Breathable 3D Mesh
inside back, Zip closure, Adjustable inner waistband,
Protector removable

MODEL

BACKBONE VEST JUNIOR

MODEL

JUNIOR BIKE SET

ARTICLE #

740040

ARTICLE #

760101

COLOR

black _031

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

JXXS

SIZES

TXXS

PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
JXS

EVA foam
PE elbow and knee caps

BACKBONE VEST JUNIOR

VIEW ONLINE

This vest with inbuilt back protector was specially designed for children, combining CEcertified back protection with maximum comfort. The removable back protector insert
of the Backbone Vest Junior is made from Memory Foam, which absorbs shock energy
and then returns to its original form. The vest is made of a comfortable lightweight
spandex material, which ensures that the vest and the back protector fit perfectly and
that the back protector always stays in place.
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PE shin guard

JUNIOR BIKE SET

VIEW ONLINE

Our Junior Bike Set offers the complete safety solution for
little thrill-seekers. Elbows, knees and those all-important
shins are securely protected by our unbeatable combination
of shock-absorbing EVA and durable PE hardshell. Consistent
performance against impact and abrasion.

PROTECTION BIKE / YOUTH

Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013
COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Horseshoe Shape, Elbow pad with
top and bottom velcro 360° straps, Leg protection with
flexible spandex sleeve, 1 top and 2 lower leg velcro
straps, Pull-over design

62

PROTECTION FOR HOWEVER YOU ROLL.
Skate, in all its guises, is a tough mistress, with a heap of pain earned with
each trick learned, transition dialled and hill ticked off. Our skate protection,
which ranges from helmets, pro vert pads and beginners sets, to wrist guards,
is designed to minimise the hurt and maximise skate time for street and
transition skaters, DH speed demons and roller derby squads.
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PROTECTION SKATE
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MODEL

KNEEPAD FORCE V A

COLOR

black _102

ARTICLE #

710210

COLOR

black _030

SIZES

S

COLOR

red _159

MODEL

KNEEPAD FORCE V

Hardshell construction

ARTICLE #

71021

ACF impact foam

COLOR

black _102

M

L

XL

PROTECTION

Multi-layer EVA foam on and around knee

red _159
SIZES

Replaceable PE knee cap

S

M

L

XL

EN 14120:2003+A1:2007 Level 2
COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Strong tear-resistant nylon, Reinforced at critical stress points, Horseshoe shape, Enlarged
coverage, Anti-shift silicone print, Neoprene butterfly
straps, Top velcro 360° strap, Adjustable bottom velcro
strap with snap buckle, Comfortable lining, Open-back
design

PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
Multi-layer EVA foam on and around knee
Replaceable PE knee cap

KNEEPAD FORCE V A

VIEW ONLINE

EN 14120:2003+A1:2007 Level 2

The Force V A knee pad is modeled on Jono Schwan’s low-profile, hard cap
vert pad but offers the enhanced protection and comfort of an extra layer of
ACF Foam. Like the Force V an anti-shift silicone printed liner and two adjustable Neoprene butterfly straps provide pro-level custom fit and security,
while the extra layer of foam give the pad added form-fitting comfort and
protection from bails. Bring on the vert!
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COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Strong tear-resistant nylon, Reinforced at critical stress points, Horseshoe shape, Enlarged
coverage, Anti-shift silicone print, Neoprene butterfly
straps, Top velcro 360° strap, Adjustable bottom velcro
strap with snap buckle, Comfortable lining, Open-back
design

KNEEPAD FORCE V

VIEW ONLINE

Developed in partnership with pro skater Jono Schwan the low-profile Force V
knee pad is the ultimate hard cap protection for vert skaters. The pad is made
from durable tear-resistant nylon, has surround padding and a hardcore cap so
that Jono can ride XGames ramps safely with confidence. For ultimate protection
we minimized movement, putting an anti-shift silicone print on the liner and
fastened it with two adjustable Neoprene butterfly straps for pro-level hold.

PROTECTION SKATE / KNEE
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PROTECTION

COLOR

black _102

Hardshell construction
Multi-layer EVA foam on and around knee
Replaceable PE knee cap
EN 14120:2003+A1:2007 Level 2
COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Strong tear-resistant nylon, Reinforced at critical stress points, Horseshoe shape, Neoprene
butterfly straps, Top velcro 360° strap, Adjustable
bottom velcro strap with snap buckle, Comfortable lining
fabric, Open-back design

PROTECTION

MODEL

KNEEPAD FORCE III A

Hardshell construction

ARTICLE #

7102020

ACF impact foam

COLOR

black _030

Multi-layer EVA foam on and around knee

SIZES

S

M

L

XL

Replaceable PE knee cap
EN 14120:2003+A1:2007 Level 2
COMFORT

COLOR

red _159

MODEL

KNEEPAD FORCE III

ARTICLE #

71020

COLOR

black _102

Pre-shaped design, Strong tear-resistant nylon, Reinforced at critical stress points, Horseshoe shape, Neoprene
butterfly straps, Top velcro 360° strap, Adjustable
bottom velcro strap with snap buckle, Comfortable lining
fabric, Open-back design

KNEEPAD FORCE III A

VIEW ONLINE

The Force III A knee pads with high performance ACF foam are the most advanced vert
knee pads available. The ACF impact pad is soft in use but stiffens on impact, surpassing
the shock-absorbing performance of EVA. Fine-tuned with a PE reinforcement insert at the
outer side for careless side-slides. With their superior protection and comfortable fit, the
Force III A‘s soon became our vert skate team riders favourite knee pads.
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KNEEPAD FORCE III

red _159
SIZES

S

M

L

XL

PROTECTION SKATE / KNEE

VIEW ONLINE

The Force III are our longtime favorite vert knee pads, designed
by our pro skate riders. The ergonomic pre-shaped design with
an extra strong multi-layered foam and a replaceable cap provide
superior protection when hitting the vert.
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PROTECTION

PROTECTION

Hardshell construction

Hardshell construction

EVA foam

EVA foam

PE knee cap
EN 14120:2003+A1:2007 Level 1
COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Strong tear-resistant nylon, Horseshoe shape, Neoprene butterfly straps, Top velcro 360°
strap, Bottom velcro strap, Open-back design

MODEL

KNEEPAD ALL GROUND

MODEL

KNEEPAD ALL TERRAIN

ARTICLE #

71009

ARTICLE #

71006

COLOR

black _099

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XXS

SIZES

S

KNEEPAD ALL GROUND

XS

S

M

L

XL

EN 14120:2003+A1:2007 Level 1

M

COMFORT

L

Pre-shaped design, Strong tear-resistant nylon, Horseshoe shape, Top velcro 360° strap, Bottom velcro strap,
Pull-over design

KNEEPAD ALL TERRAIN

VIEW ONLINE

The Kneepad All Ground is for serious riders who need pads that can withstand slams in pools and backyard
ramps. Durable high-grade fabrics with double stitching, EVA impact foam and flat, high-density caps guarantee great protection and wear. Open-backed design with neoprene butterfly closure and 360° straps.
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PE knee cap

VIEW ONLINE

Great for park and mini ramp skating, the All Terrain combines durable
high-grade fabrics, EVA cup foam and high-density full-coverage PE caps.
Complete protection in a sleek design, for true freedom of movement.

PROTECTION SKATE / KNEE
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PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
Multi-layer EVA foam on and around knee
PE knee cap with slide extension
EN 14120:2003+A1:2007, Level 2
COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Strong tear resistant nylon, Horseshoe shape, Neoprene butterfly straps, Top velcro 360°
strap, Double-layer velcro, Bottom velcro strap with snap
buckle, Open-back design, Comfortable lining fabric

KNEEPAD SK8 DHP‘S

VIEW ONLINE

The SK8 DHP knee pad is our extreme downhill protection, developed in collaboration with speed
demon Kevin Reimer. Downhill pads aren’t just about saving flesh and bone from concrete but
also provide a durable pivot for slides and balance. The Sk8 DHP‘s come in a long design made
from durable, tear-resistant nylon and with a large cap and lateral slide extensions. To keep it in
place it also features secure Neoprene butterfly straps with Velcro closure that Kevin can trust.
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PROTECTION SKATE / KNEE

MODEL

KNEEPAD SK8 DHP‘S

ARTICLE #

71030

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

S

M

L

XL
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MODEL

KNEEPAD WAVESK8 A

MODEL

KNEE-GASKET BRACE AD

ARTICLE #

710289

ARTICLE #

71025

COLOR

black _030

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

S

SIZES

XXS/XS

M

L

XL

S/M

L/XL

PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
ACF impact foam
Removable HDPE knee cap with slide extension
EN 14120:2003+A1:2007 Level 1
COMFORT
PROTECTION

Pre-shaped design, Strong tear-resistant nylon, Double
stitching, Horseshoe shape, Anti-slip NBR, Lateral padding,
Padding above knee cap, Top/Bottom velcro 360° straps,
Strap holders, Comfortable lining, Open-back design,
Removable foam

Sport Protective Clothes protocol PPETS0013
based on EN 13688:2013
COMFORT
Stretch neoprene sleeve, PU foam on knee, Velcro
patches to fix kneepads, Pull-over design

KNEEPAD WAVESK8 A

VIEW ONLINE

Designed for surf skate the Kneepad Wavesk8 A delivers all the protection and comfort that this demanding discipline of sliding
sideways demands. Its pre-shaped design is constructed from a double-stitched durable tear-resistant nylon to withstand the abrasive tarmac slides while a replaceable, high definition polyethylene full-cover cap covers a removable ACF knee pad with lateral
padding on both sides and above the knee. The pad is kept in place with anti-slip NBR liner and top and bottom 360° Velcro
straps with strap holders. A comfortable lining and non-slip cuffs and pre-shaped design add to the pads precision fit and comfort
so riders can focus on their concrete waves without worrying about getting hurt.
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KNEE-GASKET BRACE AD

VIEW ONLINE

Comfortable neoprene gasekt to be worn in combination with our open-back
designed skate knee pads for extra comfort and 100% shift-free fit.

PROTECTION SKATE / KNEE
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COLOR

COLOR

vintage _101

black _102

PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
Multi-layer EVA foam on and around knee

KNEEPAD ROLLER DERBY 3.0

VIEW ONLINE

The Roller Derby 3.0 Kneepad features sewn PE caps and our unique double Velcro closure straps. This sewing-on cap
complies with new US rules designed to minimize damage to arenas. The double Velcro closure on the top strap guarantees
a secure fit and hold while eliminating snagging on players’ clothing. A customisable bottom strap with concealed, quickrelease buckle and open back butterfly neoprene straps then deliver perfect fit and size management. Add to this a slim-
line ergonomic profile for obstruction free racing, “printed” silicone circles on the inside of the pad to prevent slipping and
surround multi-layer EVA foam protection on the knee and you have the ultimate track kneepad.
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MODEL

KNEEPAD ROLLER DERBY 3.0

High-density PE knee cap

ARTICLE #

710293

EN 14120:2003+A1:2007, Level 1

COLORS

black _102

COMFORT

vintage _101
SIZES

PROTECTION SKATE / KNEE

S

M

L

XL

Pre-shaped design, Strong tear-resistant nylon, Horseshoe shape, Anit-slip silicone on inside knee, Neoprene
butterfly straps, Top velcro 360° strap, Double-layer
velcro, Adjustable bottom velcro strap with covered snap
buckle, Open-back design
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MODEL

ELBOWPAD ACE

ARTICLE #

72004

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XS

S

M

MODEL

ELBOWPAD ALL TERRAIN

ARTICLE #

72006

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

S

M

L

L

PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
EVA foam
PE elbow cap
EN 14120:2003+A1:2007 Level 1
COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Strong tear resistant nylon, Horseshoe shape, Neoprene butterfly straps, Top/Bottom velcro
360° strap, Open-back design

PROTECTION

MODEL

ELBOWPAD ALL GROUND

ARTICLE #

72009

COLOR

black _099

SIZES

XXS

XS

S

M

L

PROTECTION

XL

Hardshell construction

Hardshell construction

Multi-layer EVA foam

ELBOWPAD ALL GROUND

PE elbow cap
EN 14120:2003+A1:2007 Level 1
COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Strong tear resistant nylon, Horseshoe shape, Stretch Neoprene at arm bend, Top/Bottom
velcro 360° straps, Pull-over design

ELBOWPAD ACE

EVA foam

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE

The slip-on Ace elbow pad was designed in collaboration with pro skater Jono Schwan, providing low-profile, hard cap protection against swellbows. It features an ergonomic sleeve made
of neoprene and tear resistant nylon. A top 360 wrap strap gives a secure, safe fit, while soft
padding and a hard cap provide top protection to elbows and surrounding tissue.
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PE elbow cap

The Elbowpad All Ground is for serious riders who need pads that can withstand
slams in pools and backyard ramps. Durable high-grade fabrics with double stitching, EVA impact foam and flat, high-density caps guarantee great protection
and wear. Open-backed design with neoprene butterfly closure and 360° straps.

PROTECTION SKATE / ELBOW

EN 14120:2003+A1:2007 Level 1
COMFORT
Pre-shaped design,Strong tear resistant nylon, Horseshoe
shape, Top/Bottom velcro 360° strap, Pull-over design

ELBOWPAD ALL TERRAIN

VIEW ONLINE

Great for park and mini ramp skating, the All Terrain combines
durable high-grade fabrics, EVA cup foams and high-density fullcoverage PE caps.
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COLOR

COLOR

vintage _101

black _102

PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
Multi-layer EVA foam on and around elbow
High-density PE elbow cap
EN 14120:2003+A1:2007, Level 1

MODEL

ELBOWPAD ROLLER DERBY 3.0

ARTICLE #

720293

COLORS

black _102

COMFORT

vintage _101

Pre-shaped design, Strong tear-resistant nylon, Horseshoe shape, Top/Bottom velcro 360° strap, Double-layer
velcro, Pull-over design

ELBOWPAD ROLLER DERBY 3.0

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

VIEW ONLINE

The Roller Derby 3.0 Elbowpad is a revolution in derby-specific armour, featuring a stitched, high-density PE cap for maximum
protection and our unique snag-free double-layer Velcro 360° strap closure. This ergonomic pad has an easy to wear slip-on
construction that is secured by top and bottom blind closure Velcro straps to avoid snagging on other players. Its pre-shaped,
internal multi-layer EVA foam provides surround cushioning from slams and hard blocks, while the PE cap delivers added
shock resistance and friction-free slide that won’t trash derby tracks. Secure and strong the Roller Derby 3.0 Elbowpad delivers
hard-core functionality and protection.
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PROTECTION SKATE / ELBOW
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PROTECTION
Hardshell construction

PROTECTION

MODEL

WRISTGUARD PROFESSIONAL

ARTICLE #

73005

Hardshell construction

COLOR

black _102

Removable PE Splint

SIZES

S

M

L

XL

EN 14120:2003+A1:2007, Level 1
COMFORT

EVA foam

Pre-Shaped Design, Central 360° strap, Top and bottom
velcro straps, Artificial leather palm pad

PE elbow and knee caps
PE wrist splint

WRISTGUARD PROFESSIONAL

EN 14120:2003+A1:2007 Level 1

An ergonomically designed splint with full wrap straps provides palm protection
and wrist support without compromising the wrist‘s normal range of motion.

COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Horseshoe shape, Elbow and knee
pad with top velcro 360° straps, Wristguard with 3 velcro
straps and artificial leather palm pad, Pull-over design

COLOR

VIEW ONLINE

black _102

PROTECTION
MODEL

BASIC-SET

Hardshell construction

ARTICLE #

76027

EVA foam

COLORS

black _102

PE elbow and knee caps

vintage _101

EN 14120:2003+A1:2007 Level 1

SIZES

S

M

L

COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Horseshoe shape, Elbow and knee
pad with top velcro 360° straps, Pull-over design

COLOR

vintage _101

PLAIN-SET
BASIC-SET

VIEW ONLINE

This all-in-one skate protection set includes a set of knee pads, elbow pads and
wrist guards for beginners and bargain hunters. The elbow and knee pads feature
EVA cup foam and PE caps to provide protection against impacts and abrasions.
The wrist guards stabilise hands and wrists with full straps and palm splint.
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VIEW ONLINE

The Plain Set, including knee and elbow protection, gets you skate ready without breaking the bank! Featuring entry to intermediate level pull-on knee and
elbow the set takes the pain out of skating’s learning curb, with PE hardshell
caps for sliding out slams and horseshoe shaped EVA foam inner pads to suck
up the shocks. To keep the pads in place we added 360° Velcro straps for a
safe and secure fit. Just add transition and it’s skate o’clock!

PROTECTION SKATE / WRIST & SETS

MODEL

PLAIN-SET

ARTICLE #

76028

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

S

M

L

72

PROTECTION
Hardshell construction
Multi-layer EVA foam on and around knee
Replaceable PE knee cap
EN 14120:2003+A1:2007, Level 2
COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Strong tear-resistant nylon, Reinforced at critical stress points, Horseshoe shape, Neoprene
butterfly straps, Top velcro 360° strap, Adjustable
bottom velcro strap with snap buckle, Comfortable lining
fabric, Open-back design

KNEEPAD FORCE III YOUTH

VIEW ONLINE

We have taken our pro-designed Force III kneepad and tailored it to protect rookie ramp
rippers. It provides the same great all-round coverage, pre-shaped fit, horseshoe shaped
foam and superior protection of the adult pad. Made from supremely durable Cordura with
Neoprene butterfly straps, top Velcro 360° strap and adjustable bottom Velcro strap with
snap buckle they suck up slams and stay put in slides. Add to this a comfortable liner and
open-back design and you have the best knee protection for junior vert skaters ever.
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MODEL

KNEEPAD FORCE III YOUTH

ARTICLE #

710201

COLORS

black _102

SIZES

XXS/XS

PROTECTION SKATE / YOUTH
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MODEL

JR PLAIN-SET

ARTICLE #

76010

COLORS

black _102

SIZES

ONE SIZE

MODEL

JR SKATE-SET

ARTICLE #

760090

COLORS

black _102

SIZES

ONE SIZE

PROTECTION
Hardshell construction

PROTECTION

EVA foam

Hardshell construction

PE elbow and knee caps

EVA foam

PE wrist splint

PE elbow and knee caps

EN 14120:2003+A1:2007, Level 1

EN 14120:2003+A1:2007 Level 1

COMFORT

COMFORT

Pre-shaped design, Horseshoe shape, Elbow and knee
pad with top velcro 360° straps, Wristguard with 3 velcro
straps and artificial leather palm pad, Pull-over design

Pre-shaped design, Horseshoe shape, Elbow and knee
pad with top velcro 360° straps, Pull-over design

JR PLAIN-SET

JR SKATE-SET
VIEW ONLINE

The Jr Plain Set is designed to keep mini shredders protected while they tear up skating’s learning
curb. The pull-on knee and elbow pads are comfortable and secure, combining shaped impact-absorbing EVA inner cushioning with tough, durable PE hardshell caps for the best possible defence
against impact and abrasion. To keep them in place we added 360° Velcro straps and to start kids
out early the elbow pads can also be worn to protect little knees. Less pain, more progression is
our mantra to get kids stoked on skateboarding.
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VIEW ONLINE

The Jr Skate Set is the ultimate introductory protection pack for junior shredders, which can be
used for the full range of action sports. The set includes knee and elbow pads made with
comfortable and durable slip-on base sleeves that are re-enforced with form-fitting EVA foam pads
to absorb impacts and covered with hardshell PE caps for protected sliding and puncture wound
prevention. The pads are kept in place by 360° Velcro straps. Wrist guards are also included in the
set. These feature an easy-on pull-over design, held in place by 3 size-adjustable Velcro straps
and equipped with a tough palm plate and hardwearing mock-leather palm pad.

PROTECTION SKATE / JUNIOR
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COLOR

black _102

COLOR

old school _204

COLOR

COLOR

vintage _101

lollipop _509

MODEL

JUNIOR-SET

ARTICLE #

76009

Hardshell construction

COLORS

black _102

EVA foam

old school _204

PE elbow and knee caps

lollipop _509

PE wrist splint

vintage _101

EN 14120:2003+A1:2007 Level 1

SIZES

PROTECTION

ONE SIZE

COMFORT
Pre-shaped design, Horseshoe shape, Elbow and knee
pad with top velcro 360° straps, Wristguard with 3 velcro
straps and artificial leather palm pad, Pull-over design

JUNIOR-SET

VIEW ONLINE

Our Junior Set merges high-end manufacturing with the best possible defence for the
vulnerable limbs of new recruits! Impact-absorbing EVA and tough, durable PE hardshell
combine to ensure optimum protection from both impact and abrasion. Our all-around
Velcro straps guarantee perfect fit and comfort, and versatile design ensures that for the
very littlest of early enthusiasts, our elbow pads can also be worn on little knees.
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PROTECTION SKATE / JUNIOR
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TAKE CONTROL
TSG Gloves provide all-around comfort and enhanced
performancefor the toughest terrain. Sure grip all day long.

Back To Content

GLOVES
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COMFORT
Ventilated 4-way stretch spandex, One-piece synthetic
suede palm, Reinforcement between thumb and index, Silicone print on the braking fingers, Stretch spandex between fingers, Vents at fingers, Terry sweat wipe
on thumb, Short rubber band around wrist, Preformed
fit, Synthetic leather pull-tab, Touch screen compatible

COLOR

COLOR

black _708

COLOR

black _102

COLOR

sticky _445

deep blue _666

COMFORT
Ventilated 4-way stretch top, One-piece synthetic suede
palm, 4-way stretch mesh finger gusset for flexibility
and airflow, Tight fit, Reinforcement at thumb, Seamless
fingertip construction, Silicone gripper print on braking
finger, Outside knuckle pad to protect against abrasion
when the trail narrows, Preformed fit, Slip on elastic cuff

LOAM GLOVE

MODEL

LOAM GLOVE

MODEL

SLIM GLOVE

ARTICLE #

730010

ARTICLE #

7300120

COLORS

black _708

COLORS

black _102

deep blue _666
SIZES

XS

S

M

sticky _445
L

SIZES

XL

XS

S

M

L

XL

VIEW ONLINE

The Loam Glove is TSG’s lightest ever bike glove, designed for enduro, trail and DH riders that love
the benefit of gloves without the bulk. The Loam has an ultra-fitting 4-way stretch mesh top for fitted
perfection and breathability and mesh finger gussets for maximum stretch and airflow. A One-piece
synthetic suede palm, reinforced thumb and seamless tip construction add durability, sensitivity and
grip, while silicon print stripes deliver precision piloting on brake fingers. Add to this tech-thread finger
patches for hassle-free connectivity and an easy-on elastic cuff and the Loam is ready to shred.
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XXS

GLOVES

SLIM GLOVE

VIEW ONLINE

A great pair of gloves is an essential in every bikers’ setups. The ultra light and thin
Slim Gloves feature ventilated 4-way stretch lycra and a soft one-piece synthetic leather
palm. Simple and comfortable design with a short cuff for greater wrist articulation for
the biking purists.
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COLOR

COLOR

green orange _703

black checker _693

COMFORT
Moisture wicking 4-way stretch mesh on back
of hand, Vented one-piece silicone mesh palm,
Silicone gripper on braking finger, Stretch
Spandex between fingers, Microfleece wipe on
thumb, Preformed fit, Soft and flexible cuff

CATCHY GLOVE

VIEW ONLINE

The Catchy Glove is a supremely snug fitting bike glove, providing superior comfort and riding confidence for all
styles of riding, from city streets to trails, single tracks and parks. 4-way stretch mesh, with moisture wicking
qualities, forms the back of the hand. The one-piece palm features a highly breathable and slightly sticky
stretch mesh fabric with a extra sticky silicone reinforcement on the index finger for precise bar and brake
handling. Between the glove’s fingers is a breathable and extremely comfortable stretch Spandex, while a micro
fleece wipe on the thumb allows you to swab the sweat off your brow. All this is kept in place with a soft, secure,
easy-entry cuff to make the perfect all-terrain glove for the hard riding biker.
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GLOVES

MODEL

CATCHY GLOVE

ARTICLE #

730021

COLORS

black checker _693
green orange _703

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

78

MODEL

DW GLOVE

ARTICLE #

730011

COLORS

solid black _104
COMFORT

delft _695
red sticky _638
SIZES

COLOR

XXS

XS

S

M

L

COLOR

solid black _104

DW GLOVE

XL

Ventilated 4-way stretch lycra, One-piece synthetic
suede palm, Reinforcement between thumb and index,
Silicone gripper print on palm, Stretch lycra between
fingers, Adjustable velcro wrist strap, Preformed fit,
Synthetic leather pull-tab

delft _695

COLOR

COMFORT

red sticky _638

Ventilated 4-way stretch spandex, Soft one-piece
perforated Nash palm, Reinforcement between thumb
and index, Silicone print on the braking fingers, Stretch
spandex between fingers, Preformed fit, Terry sweat wipe
on thumb, Wrist velcro closure

VIEW ONLINE

The DW glove is a performance, fitted light bike glove, designed in collaboration with Dutch TSG
BMX rider Daniel Wedemeijer. As you would expect from a hard-working bike glove, it features an
easy-on, secure, neoprene wrist cuff with Velcro fastening and pull-tab. The palm and fingers are
made from a one-piece synthetic suede with grip-print palm for a responsive and secure ride. While the upper is made from a ventilated 4-way stretch lycra, that on ‘the flying Dutchman’s’ edition
is emblazoned with the Netherland’s iconic symbols of windmills and poppies. Add to this stretch
lycra between the fingers, a reinforcement between thumb and index finger and you have a glove
with the perfect balance of style and performance – just like Daniel.
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GLOVES

MATE GLOVE

MODEL

MATE GLOVE

ARTICLE #

730018

COLORS

thunderbolt _689

SIZES

XXS

XS

S

M

L

XL

VIEW ONLINE

The ultra light Mate Gloves features a super thin breathable moisture wicking 4-way stretch
spandex backhand and a form-fitting perforated soft synthetic leather palm. It’s held in
place with a velcro cuff strap for secure, fresh all-day wearability. TSG applied a silicone
print to the brake fingers for positive torque, even in the wet. From city streets to trails and
single track, the Mate Glove is a riders best friend.
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MODEL

HUNTER GLOVE

MODEL

TRAIL S GLOVE

ARTICLE #

730016

ARTICLE #

730014

COLORS

olive _697

COLORS

black olive _701

SIZES

XS

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

S

M

L

XL

COMFORT

COMFORT

4-way stretch mesh fabric, Soft synthetic leather palm,
Reinforced grip zone, Ventilated stretch mesh between
fingers, Anti-slip silicon finger zones, Terry sweat wipe
on thumb, Preformed fit, Slip-in cuff with stretch gusset,
Touch screen compatible

Lined stretch mesh top hand, Perforated soft synthetic
leather palm, Reinforcement in the grip zone, Padding
at the lower palm, Ventilated stretch mesh between
fingers, Anti-slip silicone finger zones, Preformed
fit, Terry sweat wipe on thumb, Slip-in cuff with stretch
gusset, Touch screen compatible

TRAIL S GLOVE
HUNTER GLOVE

VIEW ONLINE

Less can be more. The Hunter Glove is for riders who prefer minimal
design and want the ultimate in ventilation and control. Super breathable
4-way stretch fabric on back of hands and fingers.
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VIEW ONLINE

The fitted Trail S Gloves is a durable, ultra-comfortable, snug-fitting freeride glove with a
lined upper and a neoprene wrist insert for extra protection when pushing the limits. The
slip-on glove features two soft pads at the lower palm and a perforated synthetic leather
palm with reinforced grip zone for better bar stick and superior airflow. Index fingers are
touch screen compatible but more importantly sport zonal silicone grips for exact lever control. They are also ventilating and moisture-wicking with stretch mesh gussets and a terry
sweat wipe on the thumb.

GLOVES

80

COLOR

white black _704

COLOR

MODEL

RIDGE GLOVE WMN

RIDGE GLOVE WMN

ARTICLE #

730022

COLORS

teal blue black _696

COMFORT

white black _704
SIZES

XS

Back To Content

S

M

L

XL

Ventilated 4-way stretch top, One-piece synthetic suede
palm, 4-way stretch mesh finger gusset for flexibility
and airflow, Tight fit, Reinforcement at thumb, Seamless
fingertip construction, Silicone gripper print on braking
finger, Outside knuckle pad to protect against abrasion
when the trail narrows, Preformed fit, Slip on elastic cuff

teal blue black _696

VIEW ONLINE

Designed for women enduro, trail and DH riders the Ridge Glove offers maximum breathability, grip
and comfort with none of the bulk – it is the lightest glove in the TSG stable of bike gloves. It features
a 4-way stretch mesh top with mess finger gussets for maximum stretch and airflow and a one-piece
synthetic suede palm, with reinforced thumb and seamless tip construction for durability and gecko like
grip. Silicon print stripes on brake fingers and tech-thread patches add to the gloves functionality, while
elastic cuffs make them simple to wear. The Ridge is the ultimate bike glove with all the big hitting
benefits and zero drawbacks.

GLOVES WMN
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COLOR

dinosaur _394

COMFORT
Ventilated 4-way stretch spandex, One-piece synthetic suede
palm, Reinforcement between thumb and index, Silicone
print on the braking fingers, Stretch spandex between
fingers, Vents at fingers, Terry sweat wipe on thumb, Short
rubber band around wrist, Synthetic leather pull-tab, Touch
screen compatible

MODEL

NIPPER GLOVE

ARTICLE #

730030

COLORS

black _102
dinosaur _394

SIZES

NIPPER GLOVE

3-4
YEARS

5-6
YEARS

7-8
YEARS

9-10
YEARS

VIEW ONLINE

The Nipper Glove is the archetypal all-round bike glove, as it is lightweight, delivers ride-enhancing
grip and is packed with biker-focused features. Made from perforated 4-way stretch spandex and
one-piece synthetic suede palm with focused reinforcement between the thumb and index finger the
glove is the perfect balance of comfort, moisture wicking, grip and durability. To complete the Nipper’s
arsenal of goodness we also gave it an easy-on elasticised short cuff, sticky silicone prints on the brake
fingers, a terry sweat wipe on thumb, touch screen compatible and a synthetic leather pull tap to make
them even more nippy to put in and take off.
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COLOR

black _102
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MODEL

THERMO GLOVE

ARTICLE #

730023

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XS

S

M

THERMO GLOVE

L

COMFORT

COMFORT

MODEL

CRAB GLOVE 2.0

Warm and water resistant design, Soft fleece thermal
lining, One-piece synthetic suede palm for added durability, Silicone gripper on palm and breaking finger, Soft
nose wipe on thumb, Long rib cuffs keep cold air from
getting in, Touch screen compatible

Wind blocking fabric, Anti-slip silicone finger zones,
Lens wiper on index finger, Long spandex slip-in cuff

ARTICLE #

7300200

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XS

XL

VIEW ONLINE

As the name suggests the Thermo Glove is designed specifically to keep a rider’s
hands warm, comfortable and dry through the winter months. Cold specific features include a soft fleece thermal lining, waterproofing, a soft nose wipe on the
thumb and an extended rib wrist cuff to keep out the cold. For durability and a
responsive, secure grip it has a one-piece synthetic suede palm with sticky Silicone gripper on the palm and break finger. It also has touch screen sensitive so even
when the office calls you won’t get cold hands.
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CRAB GLOVE 2.0

S

M

L

XL

VIEW ONLINE

When bad weather sets in protect your hands from the wind,
cold and wet with Crab Gloves. Worn over regular mountainbike
gloves these three fingered “outer” gloves block out the worst of
the weather, while maintaining exact grip and bike control. They
feature anti-slip silicone finger zones, an index-finger lens wiper
and a secure spandex slip-in cuff. Crab Gloves keeps hands warm
and comfortable to keep riders on the trail longer.

GLOVES
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ALL THE ESSENTIALS AND MORE
FOR TSG LIVING
TSG supplies riders of all persuasions with a range of apparel and accessories
to complement their chosen discipline. These include technical bike shorts and
jerseys, logoed street Ts, casual jackets and hoodies. As well as these essentials,
we also rocking our exclusive Rider Lines, with active and casual kit designed by
team rippers Sam Pilgrim and Amir Kabbani.

Back To Content
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MF3 JERSEY L/S

VIEW ONLINE

The MF3 long sleeve jersey is a staple in the pro line of TSG freestyle mountain biker Max
Fredriksson. Made from a mix of super vented stretch mesh fabric with air channels and super
light 100g/m2 quick dry fabric it is cool when ridden hard and dries quickly on uploads; ideal for
comfortable all-day rideability and style. It features a secret goggle wipe stashed on the underside of the jersey and the rear hem is dropped to keep dirt off a rider’s butt and enhance fit when
in the saddle. Add to this sublimated and fade resistant graphics and it meets the high standards
that Max and his mates expect from their TSG biking gear.

MODEL

MF3 JERSEY L/S

MATERIAL

ARTICLE #

4441572

100% Polyester body Fabric 140g/m2

COLOR

cool grey _667

FEATURES

SIZES

XS

MODEL

MF2 SHORTS

MATERIAL

ARTICLE #

4441811

100% Polyester twill body Fabric 190g/m2, insert Fabric
100% Polyester-rib 380g/m2

COLOR

grey _631

FEATURES

SIZES

XS

S

S

M

M

MF2 SHORTS

L

L

Quick dry fabric, Super light and stretchy, 4-way
stretch mesh fabric with air channels, Drop tail
for extra coverage, Interior sunglasses wipe, Fade
resistant sublimated graphics

XL

XL

XXL

Flow Fit with stretch inserts, Double closure with zip fly,
Adjustable waistband, Anti-slip gripper waist, Sealed
zip side pockets

VIEW ONLINE

With simple clean lines and no flash logos the MF2 Shorts reflect the style and personality of
Max Fredriksson’s riding: Technically superior without being loud! Made from soft 190g/m2 twill
and sporting a stretch yoke and high kidney strap with an anti-slip liner and adjustable waistband
the short’s actively work with a biker’s riding position and fit securely even when the going gets
rough. Sealed zipped waist pockets protect your essentials in bails and a reinforced seat, inner
leg and double closure with zip fly round off the MF2 ride-savvy design, to create the perfect long
short for hard shredding.
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MODEL

SP7 JERSEY S/S

MODEL

SP7 SHORTS

ARTICLE #

4441477

ARTICLE #

4441798

COLOR

strive _674

COLOR

black-sand _676

SIZES

XS

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

L

XL

XXL

95% Polyester 5% Spandex 4-way stretch body Fabric
160g/m2, Insert Fabric 100% Polyester-rib 380g/m2

100% Polyester body Fabric, 140g/m2

FEATURES

FEATURES

4-way stretch fabric, Quick dry, Flow Fit with stretch inserts,
Double closure with zip fly, Interior adjustable waistband, Anti-slip gripper waist, Extra stitching on upper back for better
fit, Zip waist pockets

Quick dry fabric, Drop tail for extra coverage, Armpit ventilation, Super light fabric at arm sleeves, Fade resistant
sublimated graphics

VIEW ONLINE

Sam‘s SP Jersey now comes with short sleeves and blends striking street
styling with pro-level performance. The 4-way stretch design conforms
perfectly to his body for complete freedom of movement and the breathable,
lightweight construction of quick dry fabric and airflowmesh keeps him
comfortable and protected all day long.
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M

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

SP7 JERSEY S/S

S

SP7 SHORTS

VIEW ONLINE

The SP bike short blends technical performance with cutting
edge design. It is made with a 4-way stretch fabric, quick-dry
back yoke for unrestricted movement, and two hidden zip waist
pockets large enough to fit your phone. These are the ultimate
cool riding comfort shorts.
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MODEL

EXPLORER JERSEY L/S

ARTICLE #

44414430

COLOR

brown black _668

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

MATERIAL
100% Polyester body Fabric, 140g/m2
FEATURES
Quick dry fabric, Super light and stretchy front fabric,
Shoulder and full back ventilation, Interior sunglasses
wipe, Zip ticket pocket at arm sleeve, Fade resistant
sublimated graphics, Artifical leather logo patch

MATERIAL
100% Polyester body Fabric, 100g/m2
FEATURES
MODEL

BREEZE JERSEY L/S

ARTICLE #

44414420

COLOR

limegrey _687

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

Quick dry fabric, Full back ventilation, Drop tail for extra
coverage, Hidden sunglasses wipe, Hidden zip back
pocket, Fade resistant sublimated graphics, Artifical
leather logo patch

XL

BREEZE JERSEY L/S

EXPLORER JERSEY L/S
VIEW ONLINE

The Breeze Jersey L/S is a benifical long sleeve bike shirt for everyday rides. Functional
features include armpit and full back airflowmesh venting with a super light front fabric,
which is also breathable and moisture wicking, to maintain the perfect personal climate
for riding. There’s also a hidden sunglass wipe and a small zip pocket on the lower right
arm to stash a mountain pass or contraband – your choice.

Back To Content

VIEW ONLINE

Designed for long hard rides and inspired by high mountain climbs the Explorer jersey L/S
delivers comfort and steezes wherever your bike take you. For supreme ventilation and moisture
wicking the round-neck jersey is made from a quick drying fabric with an Airflow material back
that keeps a rider comfortable even when wearing a pack. For in-saddle coverage the jersey also
has a drop tail, while other features include a hidden zip back pocket, glasses wipe, and fade
resistant sublimated graphics to keep the jersey looking fresh ride after ride.
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100% Polyester body Fabric, 140g/m2

ARTICLE #

4441455

COLOR

grey blue _677

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

MODEL

GRIP JERSEY L/S

ARTICLE #

4441580

COLOR

deep blue _666

SIZES

XS

86% Polyester, 14% Spandex, Airflow Mesh 160g/m2,
Eyebird Mesh 140 g/m2
FEATURES

FEATURES
Quick dry fabric, 4-way stretch mesh fabric with air
channels, Drop tail for extra coverage, Fade resistant
sublimated graphic

S

M

L

Quick dry fabric, Drop tail for extra coverage, Fixed adjustable hood, Armpit ventilation, Full back ventilation,
Interior sunglasses wipe, Ticket pocket at arm sleeve,
Fade resistant sublimated graphics, Raglan sleeves

XL

VIEW ONLINE

Super lightweight and with a focus on performance biking the Grip Jersey long sleeve is
the ultimate top for blazing trails. It is made from comfy 4-way stretch mesh fabric with air
channels for enhanced ventilation and moisture wicking and is cut with a full coverage long
tail and can be worn with or without body armour. We also gave it fade resistant sublimated
graphics so that it stays looking racy for a season of solid rhythm sections and trails
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TRACKZ JERSEY L/S

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

GRIP JERSEY L/S

MODEL

APPAREL BIKE

TRACKZ JERSEY L/S

VIEW ONLINE

The Trackz Jersey combines on-bike performance with street styling. It is made of
breathable, quick-dry, stretch fabric with vent panelling and a drop rear hem and
can be worn with or without body protection. Style it up with our under helmet
hood and you have a jersey that keeps you on the trail when a chill sets in.
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MATERIAL
100% Polyester body Fabric, 140g/m2, quick dry, Insert
Fabric 86% Polyester, 14% Spandex 160g/m2
FEATURES
Quick dry fabric, Drop tail for extra coverage, Full central
body Airflowmesh ventilation, Interior sunglasses wipe,
Fade resistant sublimated graphics

MODEL

SWAMP JERSEY S/S

ARTICLE #

44414450

SWAMP JERSEY S/S

COLOR

olive grey streaked _678

SIZES

XS

Back To Content

S

M

L

XL

VIEW ONLINE

The Swamp Jersey is a functional stylish short sleeve jersey with all the tech features
for serious riding. Made from quick-drying fabric with fade resistant graphics it
features a dropped ream hem, mid body venting to keep you comfy and hidden inner
glasses and goggle wipe and front pocket to stash your pass.
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COLOR

gentle red _683

COLOR

ochre black _691

MODEL

WAFT JERSEY L/S

MODEL

WAFT JERSEY S/S

ARTICLE #

4441447

ARTICLE #

4441448

COLORS

black grey _460

COLORS

black grey _460

gentle red _683
SIZES

XXS

XS

S

ochre black _691
M

L

SIZES

XL

XXS

XS

S

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

100% Polyester body Fabric, 100g/m2

100% Polyester body Fabric, 100g/m2

FEATURES

FEATURES

Quick dry fabric, Super light and stretchy, Breathable and
ventilated, Drop tail for extra coverage

WAFT JERSEY L/S

COLOR

black grey _460

VIEW ONLINE

Our lightest and thinnest bike jersey in the line. The Waft Jersey l/s with long
sleeves combines lightweight, airy materials with an all-way stretch construction.
The result is a jersey that is so comfortable you might forget you‘re wearing it.
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COLOR

L

XL

Quick dry fabric, Super light and stretchy, Breathable
and ventilated, Drop tail for extra coverage

black grey _460

WAFT JERSEY S/S

M

VIEW ONLINE

Our lightest and thinnest bike jersey in the line. The Waft Jersey s/s with short
sleeves combines lightweight, airy materials with an all-way stretch construction.
The result is a jersey that is so comfortable you might forget you‘re wearing it.
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WORX SHORTS 2.0

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

100% Polyester twill body Fabric 190g/m2, insert Fabric
100% Polyester-rib 380g/m2

100% Oxford body Fabric D600 258g/m2, Insert Fabric
100% Polyester-rib 380g/m

FEATURES

FEATURES

Flow Fit with stretch inserts, Adjustable front ratchet closure,
Elastic mesh at waist, Anti-slip gripper waist, Stretch crotch,
Stretch yoke, Strong double stichting, Zip waist pocket

Durable fabric, Flow Fit, Adjustable front rachtet closure,
Elastic mesh at waist, Anti-slip gripper waist, Strong double
stichting, Extra stitching on upper back for better fit, Back
vent insert, Zip waist pocket, Interior mesh lining

TRAILZ SHORTS

MODEL

WORX SHORTS 2.0

ARTICLE #

44417926

ARTICLE #

4441821

COLOR

black-grey _379

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XS

S

black-grey _379

COLOR

olivine_717

olivine_717
M

L

XL

XXL

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

VIEW ONLINE

As the name implies the Worx Bike Shorts are inspired by the guys and girls who labour long
and hard to build the bike tracks we love to blaze. They feature all the essential tool loops and
holders on a soft and durable 190g/m2 twill shell, that withstands both hard digging and burly
riding. The shorts feature a ride-savvy flow fit with stretch crotch, a form-fitting stretch yoke, an
anti-slip high kidney strap for added protection and a secure fit, plus a safe front ratchet closure. All in all the Worx Bike Shorts are built for a biker’s life, from sun up to down tools.
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MODEL

COLOR

TRAILZ SHORTS

VIEW ONLINE

The Trailz Bike Shorts is the perfect partner for muddy DH runs and freeride
adventures. It has a durable fabric construction with stretch panels in the back
yoke and crotch and a vented fabric insert on the backside for a comfortable,
performance driven fit for all day freeride sessions.
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EXPLORER SHORTS

ARTICLE #

4441792

COLOR

black red _679

SIZE

XS

S

M

L

XL

EXPLORER SHORTS

MATERIAL
95% Polyester 5% Spandex 4-way stretch body Fabric
160g/m2
FEATURES
4-way stretch fabric, Twill fabric in stressed areas,
Double closure with zip fly, Anti-slip gripper waist,
2 Side pockets fit smart phone, Zip back pocket,
Double stitches inside seam
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MODEL

VIEW ONLINE

The Explorer Short is a lightweight, comfortable short, built for long days in the saddle.
They are made from a 4-way stretch fabric, with added stretch twill fabric in areas of
flex and a water-resistant reinforced fabric seat for durability, comfort and relief from tire
splash. The short is cut longer on the front thigh to bridge the gap between short and pads
and has two side pockets and a zipped back pocket to stash essentials. To keep the short
in place we have equipped it with an anti-slip gripper waist, while double stitched seams
give the short long-lasting wearability.
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COLOR

black-grey _379

COLOR

olivine_717

MODEL

TRAILZ DH PANTS

MATERIAL

ARTICLE #

4441637

100% Oxford body Fabric D600 258g/m2, Insert Fabric
100% Polyester-rib 380g/m

COLOR

black-grey _379

FEATURES
Preformed fit, Durable fabric, 4-way stretch panels and elastic
rib at lower leg for comfort, Flow Fit, Stretch knee panels,
Stretch yoke, Stretch crotch, Elastic mesh at waist, Adjustable front ratchet closure, Anti-slip gripper waist, Vented mesh
at back of knees, Bonded pedal flip/drivetrain protection at
lower leg, Strong double stichting, Zip key pocket, Interior
mesh lining

olivine_717
SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

TRAILZ DH PANTS

VIEW ONLINE

The race ready Trailz DH Pant is specifically designed for serious DH descents and muddy
or colder weather. They are ultimately durable and fuse a strong tailored construction with
strategically placed 4-way stretch mesh panels for superior pedalling and protection.
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MATERIAL
320D Nylon, 4-way stretch

MODEL

GRIP DH PANTS

FEATURES

ARTICLE #

4441639

COLOR

black _681

SIZES

XS

Lightweight four-way stretch, Pre-curved knees for
excellent pedaling performance, Race-ratchet closure
provides secure fit and quick on-the-fly adjustments,
Strong double stichting, 2 front zip pockets, 1 zip back
pocket, Laser-cut ventilation back of knee

GRIP DH PANTS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

VIEW ONLINE

The lightweight stretch Grip DH Pant is designed for maximum comfort and performance while
pedalling hard and fast. They are made from lightweight, water-repellent, 4-way stretch fabric that
is double stitched for added strength and features a twill insert in its seat and inside leg to make
them extra hardwearing. Pre-shaped at the knee, with laser-cut ventilation in the back, the pant also
delivers unhindered pedalling performance and can be worn with or without protection, while raceratchet closure keeps them securely on the waist and gives them fast adjustability. Finally, two front
and rear zip pockets give a rider all the space they need a day out on two wheels.
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MODEL

DROP RAIN PANTS

ARTICLE #

4441800

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

MATERIAL
100% Polyester
FEATURES
5000 mm water resistance, 3000 g/m2/24h breathability, 4-way stretch fabric, elastic waist, zip-off lower leg,
Compression straps at ankle and knee

MODEL

ROOST DH PANTS

ARTICLE #

4441635

COLOR

black _715

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

MATERIAL
100% Oxford body Fabric D600 258g/m2, Insert Fabric
100% Polyester-rib 380g/m2
FEATURES
Preformed fit, 4-way stretch panels at lower leg for comfort, Flow Fit with stretch yoke and crotch, Stretch knee
panels, Elastic mesh at waist, New race-ratchet closure
provides secure fit and quick on-the-fly adjustments,
Anti-slip gripper waist, Vented mesh at back of knees,
Reinforced at lower inside leg, Strong double stichting,
2 zip pockets

ROOST DH PANTS

VIEW ONLINE

The pre-shaped Roost DH Pant is a lighter downhill trouser - built from a lightweight stretch fabric, with extra
flex zones for all-day comfort and protection. Starting from the top down, we gave the pant an anti-slip grip
on the waist and brand new easy-to-adjust race-ratchet closure for a secure, comfortable fit; the yoke and
crotch are made from durable flow fit fabric for strength and unrestricted movement; vented mesh at the back
of the knee and stretch knee panels provide focused ventilation and room for kneepad setups; and the lower
inside leg is reinforced to take the pounding of on-bike wear and tear. Add to this double seam stitching and 2
zipped pockets and you have the perfect pant for trail blazing.
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DROP RAIN PANTS

VIEW ONLINE

The Drop Rain Pant is a stashable breathable and water-resistant over-pant for bad weather riding. 5000mm water-resistance and 3000 breathability keep a rider comfortable
and dry, while a 4-way stretch fabric construction allows for unhindered pedalling. The
pant has an easy-on elasticated waste and ankle cuffs that keep out the wet and stop
the pants from flapping. The legs also zip off so they can be worn as shorts while flexible
knee panel allows for kneepads to be worn underneath without restricting movement.
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MODEL

THERMO BIBPANTS

MODEL

LINER BIKE SHORTS

MODEL

BIB SHORTS

ARTICLE #

4441890

ARTICLE #

444170

ARTICLE #

4441880

COLOR

black _102

COLOR

black _241

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XS

SIZES

XS

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

MATERIAL
90% Polyester, 10% Spandex (main Fabric), 84% Polyester,
16% Spandex (Mesh Fabric)

S

M

L

XL

THERMO BIBPANTS
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XL

XXL

90% Polyester body Fabric, 10% Spandex
160g/m2

80% Nylon, 20% Spandex (main Fabric), 84% Polyester,
16% Spandex (Mesh Fabric)
FEATURES
Designed to pair with all TSG MTB shorts, Breathable mesh
upper bib, Ergonomic foam chamois for improved saddle
comfort, Lumbar storage for smart phone and essentials

4way stretch construction, Ventilated mesh,
Coolmax chamois, Sanitized, Elastic waistband

VIEW ONLINE

L

MATERIAL

FEATURES

Designed to be worn under TSG MTB riding apparel and made from fleece
lined Spandex the Thermo Bib Pant base layer delivers warmth and comfort
for cold in-saddle sessions. The bib features an integrated, ergonomic dualdensity chamois to maximise saddle time, while the shoulder straps and the
upper back are made from a fine vented mesh for the perfect body comfort
from hill climbs to fast descents. There is also a short front zip and ankle
zips for easy dressing and a lumbar pocket for essentials and other devices.

M

MATERIAL

FEATURES
Breathable mesh shoulder straps and upper back, Fleece lined spandex for rides on cold days, Ergonomic foam chamois
for improved saddle comfort, Lumbar storage for smart phone
and essentials, Short front zip, Ankle zip

S

LINER BIKE SHORTS

VIEW ONLINE

Lightweight and fully breathable bike inner short made
of 4way-stretch mesh fabric for a great fit. The slim
profile Coolmax padding is Sanitized® treated for long
lasting freshness. Topped with a soft stretch waistband
for your comfort.

APPAREL BIKE

BIB SHORTS

VIEW ONLINE

The Bib Short with integrated chamois is a warm, comfortable base
layer designed to be worn under TSG MTB apparel. The main chassis
of the bib is made from a comfortable and form fitting Spandex, while
a lightweight and highly ventilated mesh makes up the shoulders, back
and breast for athletic comfort. The chamois incorporates a dual-density pre-formed foam to maximise saddle time and there’s a slim-line
lumber pocket for mobile devices and other riding essentials.
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MODEL

ATLANTIC JERSEY L/S

MODEL

GLACIER JERSEY L/S

ARTICLE #

44672

ARTICLE #

44673

COLOR

teal blue black _696

COLOR

white black _704

SIZES

XS

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

S

M

L

XL

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

100% polyester, 100g/m2

100% polyester, 100g/m2

FEATURES

FEATURES

Quick dry fabric, Super light and stretchy, Breathable and
ventilated, Drop tail for extra coverage, Hidden eyewear wipe,
Fade resistant sublimated graphics

Quick dry fabric, Super light and stretchy, Breathable and
ventilated, Armpit ventilation, Shoulder and upper back
vents, Drop tail for extra coverage, Hidden eyewear wipe,
Fade resistant sublimated graphics

ATLANTIC JERSEY L/S

GLACIER JERSEY L/S

VIEW ONLINE

Built for cool comfort and fired up on old-skool motocross graphics the Atlantic Jersey L/S is perfect to pull
over padding and point it. As you might expect of a race jersey it features a light, fast drying, breathable
fabric for a cool, comfortable dry fit, while the fabric of the lower part is even lighter to enhance its athletic
functionality. The fabric is also stretchy to fit comfortably over armour and deliver unhindered movement,
while a drop back hem gives better protection from back tire splatter. The jersey also features a fade
resistant sublimated graphic to keep it looking sharp for longer and we even hid a goggle wipe in the hem to
help stay focused on the prize. Bring on race day!
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VIEW ONLINE

Designed for all-mountain and downhill MTB the girls’ Glacier Jersey is a functional musthave for all serious riders. Sporting a iceladic glacier inspired print the jersey is made from
a quick drying, light, and stretchy fabric for in-saddle comfort and freedom of movement.
Strategically zoned venting in the shoulders, upper back and underarms makes the jersey
a cooler, dryer ride while a drop tail keeps the mud and elements out when tucked over the
frame. Add to this a hidden goggle wipe in the bottom hem and fade resistant sublimated
graphics and you have the perfect long sleeve for long days on the hill.
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MODEL

LAVA FLOW JERSEY S/S

MODEL

MOSSY JERSEY S/S

ARTICLE #

44674

ARTICLE #

44675

COLOR

fiery-red black _698

COLOR

moss-green black _706

SIZES

XS

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

S

M

L

XL

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

100% polyester, 100g/m2

100% polyester, 100g/m2

FEATURES

FEATURES

Quick dry fabric, Super llight and stretchy, Breathable
and ventilated, Drop tail for extra coverage, Fade resistant
sublimated graphics

Quick dry fabric, Light and stretchy, Breathable and ventilated, Super light fabric at arm sleeves and upper back, Drop
tail for extra coverage, Fade resistant sublimated graphics

LAVA FLOW JERSEY S/S

MOSSY JERSEY S/S

VIEW ONLINE

When the biking gets hot its time to don the Lava Flow Jersey S/S. This all-mountain short sleeve
riding top is the lightest in our collection and rocks a hot iclandic lava inspired pattern print. Its
body fabric, is super light and stretchy, quick drying and breathable to promote full freedom of
movement and perfect comfort on and off the bike. Last but not least, a dropped back hem stops
the jersey riding up and provides extra coverage while fade resistant sublimated graphics keep the
top looking fresh ride after ride.
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VIEW ONLINE

The Mossy Jersey S/S is a performance all-mountain bike top for cool comfortable
riding. Drawing inspiration from vintage motocross jerseys the Trio features a photo
op big front logo, printed in a fade resistant sublimated graphic to keep it looking
fresh for longer. The jersey is made from a light, quick drying, breathable fabric with
even lighter fabric at arms and upper back for a cool, comfortable sporty ride. A drop
tail keeps out the mud and provide perfect coverage in the saddle.
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RIDGE SHORTS

VIEW ONLINE

The Ridge Short is designed with performance all-mountain biking in mind – lighter and more
stretchy than the men’s edition for added female comfort. Stylish and performance led the
short is made from a quick drying and breathable 4-way stretch fabric for all day comfort and
rideability. It is equipped with a high waist with stretch yoke and a race-ratchet closure for
a secure fit with on-the-fly adjustability. An anti-slip band holds the short securely in place,
while strategically placed laser cut vents provide cooling air flow. There is also a handy side
phone pocket, an inner key stash and goggle wipe to finish off the package.

MODEL

RIDGE DH PANTS

ARTICLE #

44667

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

MATERIAL
95% Polyester 5% Spandex 4-way stretch body Fabric
160g/m2
MODEL

RIDGE SHORTS

FEATURES

ARTICLE #

44666

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XS

Preformed fit, 4-way stretch fabric, Durable fabric on inner
and outer sides, Flow Fit with stretch yoke, Comfortable
high waist, Race-ratchet closure provides secure fit and
quick on-the-fly adjustments, Anti-slip gripper waist, Stretch
knee panels, Vented mesh at back of knees, Strong double
stichting, Zip side pockets fit smart phone, Eyewear wipe and
keyring inside pocket

S

M

L

XL

MATERIAL
95% Polyester 5% Spandex 4-way stretch body Fabric
160g/m2
FEATURES
4-way stretch fabric, Quick dry, Flow Fit with stretch yoke,
Comfortable high waist, Race-ratchet closure provides secure
fit and quick on-the-fly adjustments, Anti-slip gripper waist,
Strategically placed laser cut vents, Side phone pocket, Eyewear wipe and keyring inside pocket

Back To Content

RIDGE DH PANTS

VIEW ONLINE

Super light and with performance stretch the full length Ridge DH pant is built for race days and daily
burns on the tracks and beyond. The toughened 4-way stretch fabric, with hardy double stitching and
stretch knee panels, is specifically designed to take a beating while giving the rider the freedom and
flex needed for fast and furious biking. The pant is high-waisted with an inner anti-slip band and extra
stretch back yolk for secure yet unhindered fit while a race-ratchet closure provides a confident fit with
on-the-fly adjustability. Venting in the back of the knee delivers cool airflow, even when padded up and
a zipped side pocket, hidden goggle wipe and inner stash pocket provide room for essentials.

APPAREL BIKE WMN
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MODEL

TRAILZ YOUTH SHORTS

ARTICLE #

44417924

COLOR

black-grey _379

SIZES

24
(8YEARS)

26
28
(10YEARS) (12YEARS)

MATERIAL
100% Oxford body Fabric D600 258g/m2, Insert Fabric
100% Polyester-rib 380g/m
FEATURES
Durable fabric, Flow Fit with stretch yoke and crotch, New
race-ratchet closure provides secure fit and quick on-the-fly
adjustments, Elastic mesh at waist, Anti-slip gripper waist,
Strong double stichting, Extra stitching on upper back for
better fit, Back vent insert, Zip waist pocket, Interior mesh
lining, Artifical leather logo patch

MODEL

TRAILZ YOUTH DH PANTS

ARTICLE #

4441636

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

24
(8YEARS)

26
28
(10YEARS) (12YEARS)

MATERIAL
100% Oxford body Fabric D600 258g/m2, Insert Fabric
100% Polyester-rib 380g/m
FEATURES
Preformed fit, Durable fabric, 4-way stretch panels and elastic
rib at lower leg for comfort, Flow Fit with stretch yoke and
crotch, Stretch knee panels, Elastic mesh at waist, New
race-ratchet closure provides secure fit and quick on-the-fly
adjustments, Anti-slip gripper waist, Vented mesh at back of
knees, Bonded pedal flip/drivetrain protection at lower leg,
Strong double stichting, Zip key pocket, Interior mesh lining

TRAILZ YOUTH SHORTS

TRAILZ YOUTH DH PANTS

VIEW ONLINE

Designed with hard-riding youth riders in mind, the Trailz Youth Bike Short is a tough durable and comfortable companion in all bike zones. A Flow Fit stretch yoke and crotch, elastic
mesh waist with anti-slip grip, vented back insert and inner mesh lining give the short
all-day comfort and rideability and security, while double-stitched durable fabric provides
the strength to withstand the rigours of riding on the edge. The short also features our brand
new race-ratchet closure for fast on-the-fly adjustment and a zipped waist pocket for essentials. Just add a bike and go ride!

Back To Content

VIEW ONLINE

From winter race days to muddy single track the Trailz Youth DH Pant is a must have in any young
riders’ setup. The pant is designed with an in-saddle form and built strong with double-stitched seams,
a primary durable fabric and pedal protection on the inner lower leg. Strategically placed 4-way stretch
panels in the yoke and crotch, stretch knees with vented mesh at back and elastic mesh at waist
provide unrestricted pedalling, comfort and ridability, while a new race-ratchet closure waist for fast
on-the-fly adjustment. On the inside the pant has a moisture-wicking, fast-drying mesh lining and the
pant is kept securely in place with an anti-slip grip on the inner waistband.

APPAREL BIKE YOUTH
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ADJUSTABLE HELMET
COMPATIBLE HOOD

REAR PANEL VENTING
20‘000 MM WATER
RESISTANCE
INNER-CUFF

MODEL

SUPERLIGHT SHELL-JACKET

MODEL

DROP RAIN JACKET

ARTICLE #

444037

ARTICLE #

444029

COLOR

black _102

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XS

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

S

M

L

ADJUSTABLE HELMET
COMPATIBLE HOOD

XL

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

100% Polyester

100% Polyester

FEATURES

FEATURES

20‘000 mm water resistance, 15‘000 g/m2/24h breathability.
Breathable and durable 3-Layer water resistant fabric,
Adjustable helmet compatible hood, Zippered underarm ventilation, Laser cut breathing vents, Rear panel venting, Front
pockets, Breast pocket, Sleeve lift pass pocket, Waterproof
zips, Stretch drawcord at bottom hem, Heat-sealed seams,
Adjustable armcuffs with velcro, Lycra-inner-cuff

5000 mm water resistance, 3000 g/m2/24h breathability,
4-way stretch fabric, Adjustable elastic rib armcuffs with
velcro adjustment, Laser cut breathing vents, Rear panel
venting, Zippered mesh underarm ventilation, Zip chest
pocket, Zip hand pockets, Stretch drawcord at bottom hem,
Adjustable helmet compatible hood, Heat-sealed seams,
Reflective details, Artifical leather logo patch

REAR PANEL
VENTING

STRETCH DRAWCORD
AT BOTTOM HEM

LASER CUT VENTS
HEAT-SEALED SEAMS

HEAT-SEALED SEAMS

BREAST POCKET
REFLECTIVE DETAILS

WATERPROOF ZIPS
3-LAYER FABRIC
UNDERARM VENTILATION

UNDERARM VENTILATION

SLEEVE LIFT PASS POCKET
ADJUSTABLE ARMCUFFS

SUPERLIGHT SHELL-JACKET

ADJUSTABLE ARMCUFFS

VIEW ONLINE

The Superlight Shell-Jacket is a high-end mountain bike outer shell for riders wanting to brave
foul weather in style and comfort. We have thrown everything into this technical jacket, including
a customisable helmet compatible hood with laser-cut venting to help keep goggles fog-free and
the rain and mud out; and waterproof blind zips, adjustable cuffs with velcro closure straps, Lyra
inner cuff and heat-sealed seams to keep the weather at bay. All these features are built into a
lightweight, breathable and water resistant technical 3-layer body fabric and finished off with
team style printed logos. Nothing can keep you off the hill now!

Back To Content

DROP RAIN JACKET

VIEW ONLINE

The Drop Rain Jacket combines water-resistance with riding comfort. It is lightweight,
breathable and water-resistant, while a 4-way stretch fabric allows for performancefriendly freedom of movement. The Drop Rain Jacket is an all-weather pass to the trails.

APPAREL
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MODEL

INSULATION JACKET

ARTICLE #

444027

COLOR

marsh-black _654

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

MATERIAL
100% Polyester, Synthetic-fill 120g/m2, Fleece fabric
300g/m2
MODEL

CORP ANORAK

FEATURES

ARTICLE #

444035

Quilted jacket, Lightly padded, fleece inside arms and hood,
Removable and adjustable hood, Waist pockets, Reflective
logo, Elastic cuffs and waistband, Artifical leather logo patch

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

MATERIAL
100% Polyester printed Membrane, 5000mm water resistance, 3000 g/m2/24h breathability, moisture vapor permeability
FEATURES
5000 mm water resistance, 3000 g/m2/24h breathability,
4-way stretch fabric, Ergonomic arm sleeves, Adjustable
elastic rib arm cuffs with velcro adjustment, Laser cut
breathing vents, Rear panel venting, Zippered mesh underarm
ventilation, Large front pocket, Zip hand pockets, Stretch
drawcord at bottom hem, Helmet compatible 3-point adjustable hood, Heat-sealed seams, Reflective details, Artifical
leather logo patch

CORP ANORAK

INSULATION JACKET

VIEW ONLINE

Sporting 5000mm water resistance and 3000 breathability and heat-sealed seams the Corp Anorak is a functional
riding jacket that keeps the elements at bay while maintaining a comfortable personal climate. 4-way stretch fabric
gives performance-friendly freedom of movement, with laser-cut front vents, a rear panel venting and zippered
mesh underarm ventilation allowing a rider to customise airflow. Elastic rib cuffs and a draw cord hem keep out the
worst of the weather, as does the helmet-compatible 3-point adjustable hood. Also, a zipped pouch pocket and zip
hand pockets provide all the stash space a rider needs. No more excuses to keep you off the trails.

Back To Content

APPAREL

VIEW ONLINE

The Insulation Jacket is a quilted padded second layer with fleece lined sleeves that
takes the bite off chilly rides. It sports a full-length front zip, making it easy to peel off
and stash and a shaped, removable and adjustable hood for added style and warmth.
There are also zipped front pockets so your personal effects don’t end strewn across
streets and trail. Add to this, snug cuffs and waist and you have the perfect thermal
layer for cold days on the bike.
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MODEL

RACE SOFTSHELL JACKET-VEST

ARTICLE #

444031

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

MATERIAL
100% Double Softshell Polyester
FEATURES
Water repellent softshell fabric, 4-way stretch comfort, Zip-off
sleeves to turn into a vest, Velcro strap at sleeve hems for iadjsutment, Zip breast pocket large enough to fit mobile phone,
Two side hand pockets, Large zippered pocket on the bottom
back, Refelctive logo prints on the front and back

RACE SOFTSHELL JACKET-VEST

VIEW ONLINE

The Race Softshell Jacket-vest is a versatile thermal layer that allows a rider to adapt to changing conditions and
on and off the bike. It is made from a water repellent 4-way stretch fabric for maximum manageability and comfort
while riding, plus removable sleeves that make it ultimately adaptable to the ride and conditions on the trails. Velcro
straps at the cuffs help cut out the chill while a zip breast pocket provides space for a mobile device and a large
lower back pocket means you can stash a map, cap or whatever else without compromising your ride. We also added
reflective logo prints on jacket’s front and back so those pesky cars will see you coming. Ride hard and stay safe!

Back To Content
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MODEL

AERO ZIP HOODIE

ARTICLE #

443845

COLOR

black grey _136

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

MATERIAL
90% Polyester, 10% Elastane
FEATURES
String loops (avoids fluttering of strings), Front logo
Embroidery, small logo prints on the back, Front hand
pockets, Ribbed cuffs, Doesn‘t require ironing

AERO ZIP HOODIE

VIEW ONLINE

Built to chill the Aero Zip Hoodie is just what you need when the mercury
drops. It is made from a super-soft brushed polyester, that is fast drying,
warm and most importantly doesn’t need ironing. Deep front pockets on
either side of the full-length front zip are great for sinking cold hands
into, while a shaped hood and ribbed cuffs help to keep out the winter
chills. For added function the hoodie’s pull-strings are looped so they
don’t hang out and snag and we’ve added an embroidered front logo and
small printed logo on the back for styling it. From sofa surfing to playing
the thermal layer while hiking the pipe the Aero Zip Hoodie delivers all
the comfort and warmth you need on a winter day.
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MODEL

SWEATSHIRT CORP

MODEL

HOODED SWEATSHIRT CLASSIC

ARTICLE #

443834

ARTICLE #

443840

COLOR

heater grey _686

COLOR

black _102

SIZES

XS

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

S

M

L

XL

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

60% cotton, 40% polyester, knit fabric, 305g/m2

60% Cotton, 40% Polyester, knit Fabric, 305g/m2

FEATURES

FEATURES

Soft polyester cotton blend, Small logo embroidery
on breast

Kangoroo pocket

SWEATSHIRT CORP

VIEW ONLINE

This sweater combines a soft touch with a simple and
straight design. That makes it the perfect piece of clothing
for an active weekend outside or a day at the office.

APPAREL STREET

HOODED
SWEATSHIRT CLASSIC
VIEW ONLINE

Classic hoodie with a fleece lining that provides
excellent comfort and warmth.
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MODEL

HOODED SWEATSHIRT STICKY

MATERIAL

MODEL

T-SHIRT CLASSIC

MATERIAL

MODEL

T-SHIRT HYPNO

MATERIAL

ARTICLE #

443844

60% Cotton, 40% Polyester, knit Fabric,
305g/m2

ARTICLE #

364930

100% Cotton Jersey, 160g/m2

ARTICLE #

364964

100% Cotton Jersey, 160g/m2

COLOR

dark grey mel _480

FEATURES

COLOR

black _102

FEATURES

COLOR

white _712

FEATURES

SIZES

XS

Kangoroo pocket

SIZES

XXS

Screen printed front logo

SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

HOODED
SWEATSHIRT STICKY
VIEW ONLINE

A heavy weight hooded cotton sweatshirt with front through hand
pouch, Allover TSG print on pouch pocket and inside the hood
and small left breast logo print. Perfect for as a second layer for
riding and chilling.
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XS

S

M

L

T-SHIRT CLASSIC

XL

VIEW ONLINE

Our regular fit Classic tee has been a firm favourite for many
years. As well as a soft touch screen printed logo across the chest
you get an embroidered label sewn on the outside. It‘s these little
details that make all the difference.

APPAREL STREET

S

M

L

XL

T-SHIRT HYPNO

Screen printed front logo, Screen printed
back graphic

VIEW ONLINE

160gsm T-Shirt with TSG Logo gradient print on the back side,
little chest logo and woven TSG hem patch.
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MATERIAL

MODEL

T-SHIRT POCKET HEATHER

MODEL

T-SHIRT RAMBLE

MATERIAL

Screen printed front logo, Patched breast pocket

ARTICLE #

364963

ARTICLE #

364965

100% Cotton Jersey, 160g/m2

FEATURES

COLOR

oxblood _651

COLOR

midnight blue _710

FEATURES

100% Cotton Jersey, 160g/m2

SIZES

XS

SIZES

XS

T-SHIRT POCKET HEATHER

S

M

L

XL

M

L

XL

T-SHIRT RAMBLE

VIEW ONLINE

100% cotton 160gsm single colour T-shirt with contrasting breast pocket with
printed logo and woven TSG hem patch.

Back To Content

S

Screen printed front print

VIEW ONLINE

100% cotton 160gsm single colour T-shirt with diagonal Native American art
inspired chest print and woven TSG hem patch.

APPAREL STREET
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MODEL

L/S T-SHIRT LOGO SLEEVE

ARTICLE #

443827

COLOR

marsh _646

SIZES

XS

S

MATERIAL

MODEL

L/S RAGLAN T-SHIRT STICKERSLEEVE

MATERIAL

100% Cotton Jersey, 160g/m2

ARTICLE #

443829

100% Cotton Jersey, 160g/m2

FEATURES

COLOR

black grey _684

FEATURES

Screen printed small front and large back logos, Sublmiation
printed logos on sleeves

SIZES

XS

S

M

L/S RAGLAN T-SHIRT STICKERSLEEVE

L

XL

L

XL

Screen printed front logo, Screen printed logos on sleeves

VIEW ONLINE

Long sleeve T-Shirt with an allover logo sublimation print on the arm sleeves and large
TSG logo graphic on the back.

Back To Content

M

L/S T-SHIRT LOGO SLEEVE

VIEW ONLINE

160gsm long sleeve T-shirt with race shirt style strip of TSG heritage logos down
both sleeves, a small left breast logo graphic and woven TSG hem patch.

APPAREL STREET
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MODEL

TSG NECKWARMER

MODEL

TSG SOCK

MODEL

SNAPBACK CAP

MODEL

5 PANEL CAP

ARTICLE #

19470

ARTICLE #

76045

ARTICLE #

19629

ARTICLE #

19628

COLORS

stickerbomb _240

COLOR

black _102

COLOR

grey leather label _627

COLORS

black label _420

sticky _445

SIZES

39-42

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

SIZES

MATERIAL

66% Cotton, 24% Spandex, 8.5% Flexible Spandex,
1.5% Nylon

100% Cotton

MATERIAL

90% Polyester, 10% Spandex, 190g/m2

FEATURES

FEATURES

100% Polyester

FEATURES

Ribbed cuffs, Slightly stretchy fabric, Half-cushioned footbed

Five panel construction, Adjustable snapback closure

FEATURES

SIZES

43-46

sticky _648

Comfortable stretch design, Soft brushed inside, Quick-
drying, Breathable

Five panel construction, Buckled strap closure

TSG SOCK
TSG NECKWARMER

VIEW ONLINE

A warm neck in the biting cold! The TSG Neckwarmer
protects your neck and lower face in freezing temperatures. Use it for multiple sports.
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ONE SIZE

VIEW ONLINE

The TSG socks are cut to mid length
with engineered details for authentic
sports style. Made in a stretchy cotton
blend with a bit of cushioning in the
footbed and ribbed cuffs to keep them
standing tall.

SNAPBACK CAP

VIEW ONLINE

A traditional full fabric cap with smart woven
front graphic and back logo tab, fastened with
an easy-to-fit, snap-closure back strap.

APPAREL ACC

5 PANEL CAP

VIEW ONLINE

A full fabric five-panel cap with woven front
TSG label and fast fitting buckled back strap.
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MODEL

TSG SUPERLIGHT BACKPACK

MODEL

TSG 24/7 GYM BAG CLASSIC
40 PCS PER POLYBAG

MODEL

TSG SCHOOL CASE

ARTICLE #

15088

ARTICLE #

19600

ARTICLE #

16150

COLOR

black _102

COLORS

black _102

COLORS

sticky _445

SIZE

15 L

SIZES

ONE SIZE

SIZES

10 X 22 X 5 CM

PACKAGING UNIT

1

PACKAGING UNIT

40 PER POLYBAG

PACKAGING UNIT

1

MATERIAL
100% Polyester
MATERIAL

FEATURES
Packable into integral pocket for no–hassle carrying, Exterior
front pocket with mesh detail for breathable storage, Adjustable shoulder straps, 15L volume

100% Polyester
MATERIAL
FEATURES
100% Polyester

U-shaped zipper, Foldable in 2 sides, Inner flap with 4 loops
for pens, Zippered mesh pocket

FEATURES
Drawstring closure

TSG SUPERLIGHT BACKPACK

This foldable and ultra-light backpack with 15L volume is perfect for traveling and
sightseeing. Adjustable straps and three pockets keep you equipped for short trips, and a
mesh panel in front delivers breathable storage. Pack it up after you empty it out and it
fits easily into your jacket pocket. Designed with nylon fabric the TSG Superlight Backpack
delivers versatility, convenience and toughness.
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TSG SCHOOL CASE

VIEW ONLINE

TSG 24/7
GYM BAG CLASSIC
VIEW ONLINE

TSG gym bag for your daily essentials.

BAGS

VIEW ONLINE

The TSG School Case is great for keeping all your school
supplies in one place: Pens, pencils, glue sticks, scissors.
The case has a spacious compartment where you can
store larger items. The inner flap has four loops for your
pens. There is also a mesh pocket with zipper.
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REDUCE, REUSE, REPAIR
Upgrade your helmet with new inner pads or with ear pads in which you can
integrate a sound system. Prepare your bike helmet for the winter season with
warm ear pads. Find the right goggle lens tint for your riding style. Choose from
our broad assortment of spare-parts and get back to riding in total comfort.
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SPARE-PARTS
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HELMET PAD KIT BASIC
PAD KIT

ARTICLE #

SIZES

FITS

ADULT HELMET PAD KIT DC

75044

S, M, L, XL

Skate/BMX

META HELMET PAD KIT DC

75042

XXXS, XXS, XS, S,
M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL,
XXXXL

Meta

HELMET PAD KIT COMFORT
PAD KIT

ARTICLE #

SIZES

FITS

ADULT /YOUTH
HELMET PAD KIT HS

750001

XXS, XS, S, M, L,
XL, XXL, XXXL

Superlight, Evolution, Recon, Dawn, Dawn
Wakeboard, Fly, Gravity, Trophy, Arctic Dawn,
Lotus, Evolution Youth, Evolution XXS/XS,
Gravity Youth, Gravity XXS/XS, Lotus XXS/XS

META HELMET PAD KIT DC
JXXS/JXS

750421

JXXS, JXS

Meta JXXS/JXS

ADULT HELMET
PAD KIT HS ASIAN FIT

750000

S, M, L, XL, XXL,
XXXL

Kraken, Arctic Kraken, Dawn Flex

YOUTH HELMET PAD KIT DC

7500010

XXS, XS

Evolution Youth, Evolution size XXS/XS, Gravity
Youth, Lotus size XXS/XS

ADULT HELMET
PAD KIT HS FLEXTECH

75043

S, M, L, XL

Kraken, Arctic Kraken, Dawn Flex

YOUTH HELMET PAD KIT DC
FLEXTECH

75043

XXS, XS

Kraken XXS/XS

YOUTH HELMET
PAD KIT HS FLEXTECH

750430

XXS, XS

Kraken XXS/XS

YOUTH HELMET PAD KIT DC
5 PCS

7500012

XXXS, XXS, XS

Nipper Maxi, Arctic Nipper Maxi, Ivy

SCOPE HELMET
PAD KIT HS

750017

S, M, L, XL

Scope

TODDLER HELMET PAD KIT
DC 5 PCS

7500011

JXXS, JXS

Nipper Mini, Arctic Nipper Mini

CHATTER HELMET
PAD KIT HS

750019

S, M, L, XL

Chatter

SEEK HELMET PAD KIT HS

750013

one size

Seek

FULL-FACE CHEEK PADS & LINER
PAD KIT
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ARTICLE #

SIZES

FITS

STATUS HELMET PAD KIT HS

750015

S, M, L, XL

Status

PASS PRO CHEEK PAD SET

790161

S, M, L, XL

Pass

GEO HELMET PAD KIT HS

750016

S, M, L, XL

Geo

SENTINEL CHEEK PAD SET

750865

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sentinel

ALL TERRAIN
HELMET PAD KIT HS

750005

S, M, L, XL, XXL,
XXXL

All Terrain

SENTINEL LINER

750866

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sentinel

PREVENTION
HELMET PAD KIT HS

750020

S, M, L, XL

Prevention

SEEK YOUTH FR CHEEK
PAD SET

750014

one size

Seek youth FR

SPARE-PARTS
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EAR PADS ALL TERRAIN HELMET
PAD KIT

ARTICLE #

FITS

ALL TERRAIN WAKE EAR PADS

7500052

All Terrain

ALL TERRAIN SNOW EAR PADS

7500051

All Terrain

EAR PADS HARDSHELL HELMET
PAD KIT

EVOLUTION
STREET EAR PADS

ARTICLE #

FITS

750003

Evolution, Recon, Skate/BMX

HELMET VISORS
PAD KIT

ARTICLE #

COLORS

FITS

EVOLUTION YOUTH
STREET EAR PADS

750004

Evolution Youth, Evolution XXS

EVOLUTION VISOR ABS

750823

black

Evolution, Gravity, Lotus, Kraken,
Skate/BMX

EVOLUTION
WAKE EAR PADS

750010

Evolution, Recon, Skate/BMX

SCOPE VISOR

750811

black

Scope

EVOLUTION YOUTH
WAKE EAR PADS

750011

Evolution Youth, Evolution XXS

SEEK VISOR ABS

750826

black

Seek

SENTINEL VISOR ABS

750813

satin olive, satin black,
satin red, satin white

Sentinel

PREVENTION VISOR

750812

black

Prevention

EAR PADS INMOLD HELMET
PAD KIT

ARTICLE #

FITS

ADULT STREET EAR PADS

750006

Superlight, Status, Meta

YOUTH STREET EAR PADS

750007

Nipper Maxi, Ivy, Meta XXS/XS

PASS PRO VISOR LENS
PAD KIT

TODDLER STREET EAR PADS
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750008

Nipper Mini, Meta JXXS/JXS

SPARE-PARTS

PASS VISOR

ARTICLE #

COLORS

FITS

79019

electric silver (120)
transparent (119)

Pass
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HELMET SPARE-PARTS
PAD KIT

ARTICLE #

FITS

STATUS LED

7509000

Status

STATUS LOGO PLUG

19399

Status

CHIN-BUCKLE
EVOLUTION HELMET

750002

All Helmets (excl. Full-face helmets)

PASS VISOR MECHANICS
SPARE PARTS

79015

Pass

PADDING
COLOR SCHEME

KNEEPAD RECAPS
PAD KIT

RECAPS FORCE III/II

RECAPS FORCE III /V AD

RECAPS FORCE III /V AD PLUS

RECAPS FORCE III YOUTH
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ARTICLE #

COLORS

FITS

76003

black (102)

Kneepad Force III (A)
Kneepad Force V (A)

76004

76005

76001

RECAPS
FORCE III YOUTH AD PLUS

76002

RECAPS
KNEEPAD LONGBOARD

76006

black (102)

black (102)

black (102)

black (102)

black (102)

SPARE-PARTS

Kneepad Force III (A)
Kneepad Force V (A)

Kneepad Force III (A)
Kneepad Force V (A)

HELMET PAD SIZE

HELMET PAD COLOR

JXXS

yellow

JXS

red

XXXS

navy

XXS

purple

XS

blue

S

orange

M

neon

L

green

XL

cement grey

XXL

black

XXXL

stone grey

XXXXL

cold grey

Kneepad Force III Youth

Kneepad Force III Youth

kneepad wavesk8 A
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SALES SUPPORT
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MODEL

HELMET BASIC STEEL DISPLAY

MODEL

HELMET
SMALL BASIC STEEL DISPLAY

MODEL

HELMET QUAD STEEL DISPLAY

ARTICLE #

19586

ARTICLE #

195871

ARTICLE #

195891

COLOR

black _102

COLOR

black _102

COLOR

black _102

SIZE

100 x 212 x 50 cm

SIZE

50 x 212 x 50 cm

SIZE

195 x 55 x 55cm

PACKAGING UNIT

1

PACKAGING UNIT

1

PACKAGING UNIT

1

MATERIAL

Steel

MATERIAL

Steel

MATERIAL

Steel

HELMET BASIC
STEEL DISPLAY

VIEW ONLINE

Fits up to 20 helmets or 16 helmets and 4 protectors.
4 protector hangers and 4 connectors to link multiple
displays included (Helmet hangers are NOT included).
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HELMET SMALL BASIC
STEEL DISPLAY

HELMET QUAD
STEEL DISPLAY

Fits up to 10 helmets (Helmet hangers are NOT included).

Fits up to 56 helmets (Helmet hangers not included).

VIEW ONLINE

SALES SUPPORT / DISPLAYS

VIEW ONLINE
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MODEL

PROTECTOR HANGER
STEEL DISPLAY

ARTICLE #

195880

COLOR

black _102

SIZE

25 x 3 cm

PACKAGING UNIT

1

MATERIAL

Steel

PROTECTOR HANGER
STEEL DISPLAY

VIEW ONLINE

Metal hangers for protection gear on retail display wall
and TSG steel displays.

Back To Content

GOGGLE HANGER

MODEL

GOGGLE HANGER

MODEL

SHOP HELMET HANGER

ARTICLE #

195885

ARTICLE #

195884

COLOR

black _102

COLOR

black _102

SIZE

26 x 4.5 cm

SIZE

35 x 8 cm

PACKAGING UNIT

1

PACKAGING UNIT

50 pcs per box

MATERIAL

ABS

MATERIAL

ABS

VIEW ONLINE

Goggle hanger for retail display wall and TSG steel display.

SALES SUPPORT / HANGERS

SHOP HELMET HANGER

VIEW ONLINE

Helmet hangers for retail display wall and TSG steel displays.
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MODEL

ICON FLAG 280 X 40 CM

MODEL

ICON FLAG 550 X 60 CM

MODEL

TODDLER FLAG 280 X 40 CM

ARTICLE #

19571

ARTICLE #

19572

ARTICLE #

19570

COLOR

black _102

COLOR

black _102

COLOR

limegreen-purple _126

SIZE

280x40cm

SIZE

550x60cm

SIZE

280x40cm

PACKAGING UNIT

1

PACKAGING UNIT

1

PACKAGING UNIT

1

MATERIAL

Polyester, Aluminium, Glassfiber,
Steel Base

MATERIAL

Polyester, Aluminium, Glassfiber,
Steel Base & Water Bag

MATERIAL

Polyester, Aluminium, Aluminium,
Glassfiber, Steel Base

ICON FLAG 280 X 40 CM
Back To Content

VIEW ONLINE

ICON FLAG 550 X 60 CM

VIEW ONLINE

SALES SUPPORT / FLAGS

TODDLER FLAG 280 X 40 CM

VIEW ONLINE
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MODEL

BASIC LOGO BANNER

ARTICLE #

19595

COLOR

black _102

SIZE

100x100cm

PACKAGING UNIT

1

MATERIAL

100D Knitted Polyester

BASIC LOGO BANNER

MODEL

RIDE TSG BANNER

MODEL

TODDLER BANNER

ARTICLE #

19596

ARTICLE #

19590

COLOR

black _102

COLOR

limegreen-purple _126

SIZE

100x100cm

SIZE

100x100cm

PACKAGING UNIT

1

PACKAGING UNIT

1

MATERIAL

100D Knitted Polyester

MATERIAL

100D Knitted Polyester

RIDE TSG BANNER

VIEW ONLINE

MODEL

SQUARE BANNER

ARTICLE #

19592

COLOR

black _102

SIZE

100x100cm

PACKAGING UNIT

1

MATERIAL

100D Knitted Polyester

SQUARE BANNER
Back To Content

VIEW ONLINE

TODDLER BANNER

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE

SALES SUPPORT / BANNERS
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MODEL

TSG SALES TEAM HELMET BAG

ARTICLE #

180020

COLOR

black _102

SIZE

80 x 47 x 38 cm

FEATURES

Removable padded deviders, Customizable interior,
Mesh storage pockets for small items

PACKAGING UNIT

1

MATERIAL

100% Polyester, Polyethylene, PVC

TSG SALES TEAM HELMET BAG

VIEW ONLINE

Sales team bag with large zip openning on top. Padded dividers can be attached
inside the bag using Velcro, creating a total of six internal compartments. A total of
15 mesh pockets are located inside the bag opening.

MODEL

HELMET RENTAL STICKER SET

ARTICLE #

19401

COLOR

red _149

SIZE

one size

PACKAGING UNIT

10 sheets

MATERIAL

PVC 3M

HELMET RENTAL STICKER SET

VIEW ONLINE

Size Stickers for rental helmets (XXS/XS, S/M, L/XL, XXL)

Back To Content

SALES SUPPORT / HELMETS
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HELMETS
MODEL

FULL-FACE HELMETS
JXXS/JXS

XXS/XS

CHATTER

S/M

L/XL

XXL

54-58 cm
21.3-22.8 in

58-62 cm
22.8-24.4 in

54-56 cm
21.3-22 in

57-59 cm
22.4-23.2 in

EVOLUTION
SUPERLIGHT

54-56 cm
21.3-22 in

57-59 cm
22.4-23.2 in

59-61 cm
23.2-24 in

EVOLUTION ASIAN FIT

55-57 cm
21.7-22.4 in

58-60 cm
22.8-23.6 in

61-63 cm
24-24.8 in

52-55 cm
20.5-21.6 in

56-57 cm
22-22.4 in

58-59 cm
22.8-23.2 in

60-62 cm
23.6-24.4 in

52-54 cm
20.5-21.3 in

54-57 cm
21.3-22.4 in

58-60 cm
22.8-23.6 in

Asian Fit
61-63 cm
24-24.8 in

EVOLUTION WMN
KRAKEN
SEEK
SEEK FR

52-54 cm
20.5-21.3 in

54-56 cm
21.3-22 in

57-59 cm
22.4-23.2 in

EVOLUTION YOUTH
IVY
SEEK YOUTH FR

52-54 cm
20.5-21.3 in

NIPPER MAXI

51-54 cm
20.1-21.3 in

CADETE

51-56 cm
20.1-22.0 in

ALL TERRAIN

NIPPER MINI

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

SENTINEL

52-53 cm
20.5-20.9 in

54-55 cm
21.3-21.7 in

56-57 cm
22-22.4 in

58-59 cm
22.8-23.2 in

60-61 cm
23.6-24 in

62-63 cm
24.4-24.80 in

54-56 cm
21.3-22 in

56-58 cm
22-22.8 in

58-60 cm
22.8-23.6 in

60-61 cm
23.6-24 in

PASS PRO

DAWN / DAWN FLEX
GEO
PREVENTION
SCOPE
SKATE/BMX
STATUS

META

MODEL

48-51 cm
18.9-20.1 in

HOW TO MEASURE

48-51 cm
18.9-20.1 in

HEAD

13CM

LEG

13CM

SKATE PROTECTION
MEASURE

ELBOW PADS

XXS

XS

lower biceps

18-22

23-26

KNEE PADS

tight

25-30

30-34

WRISTGUARDS

palm

JUNIOR ELBOW

lower biceps

20-23

JUNIOR KNEE

thigh

26-30

JUNIOR WRISTGUARDS

palm

15-18

Back To Content

ONE SIZE

XXS/XS

26-32

S

M

26-29

29-32

34-38

38-42

17-19

19-21

S/M

L

XL

L/XL

42-46

46-50

42-50

21-23

23-25

32-35
34-42

SIZING CHARTS

TORSO
HEIGHT

PRODUCT

SIZES IN CM

ARM

MAXIMUM WAIST
TO SHOULDER
LENGTH FOR
BACK PROTECTORS
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BIKE / SNOW PROTECTION
PRODUCT

MEASURE

ELBOW PADS

TXXS

XXS

SIZES IN CM
XS

XXS/XS

S

M

S/M

L

XL

L/XL

XXL

lower biceps

18-24

24-27

27-30

24-30

30-33

33-36

30-36

36-40

KNEE PADS

tight

30-36

34-38

38-42

34-42

40-44

44-48

42-48

48-52

SHINGUARDS

calf

32-38

38-44

ANKLE SUPPORT

*shoe size EU

38-42*

42-46*

SOCKS

*shoe size EU

35-38*

39-42*

43-46*

PROTECTOR SHORTS MEN

waist

76-81

81-86

86-91

PROTECTOR SHORTS WOMEN

waist

74-79

79-84

84-89

69-74

lower biceps

16-20

20-24

forearm guard lenght

12

16

lower biceps

17-20

20-23

thigh

26-30

30-34

shin guard lenght

21

26

YOUTH KNEE-SLEEVE

thigh

27-30

30-33

JUNIOR-BIKESET ELBOW

lower biceps

15-22

thigh

20-24

shin guard lenght

21

91-96

YOUTH ELBOW

YOUTH ELBOW-SLEEVE

YOUTH KNEE-SHIN

JUNIOR-BIKESET KNEE-SHIN

PRODUCT

MEASURE

JXXS

SIZES IN CM
JXS

Body Height
MEN BACK PROTECTORS

HOW TO MEASURE

XS

S

M

L

XL

150-160

165-170

170-180

180-185

185-190

84-92

92-100

100-108

108-115

13CM
13CM

Chest circum.
Torso length

34-38

39-43

44-48

44-48

49-53

Height

150-160

160-165

165-170

170-175

175-180

Torso length

34-38

34-38

39-43

39-43

44-48

WOMEN BACK PROTECTORS

Height

110-120

120-140

Torso length

26-30

31-35

YOUTH BACK PROTECTORS

Back To Content

SIZING CHARTS

TORSO

LEG
HEIGHT

BACK PROTECTORS

ARM

MAXIMUM WAIST
TO SHOULDER
LENGTH FOR
BACK PROTECTORS
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EUROPE
AUSTRIA
24/7 Distribution GmbH
austria@ridetsg.com
BELARUS
Sport Technology Ltd.
belarus@ridetsg.com
BELGIUM
24/7 Distribution GmbH
belgium@ridetsg.com
BULGARIA
Micro X Treme Ltd.
bulgaria@ridetsg.com
CROATIA
Sanjin D.O.O.
croatia@ridetsg.com
CZECH REPUBLIC (BIKE)
BP Lumen
czechia-bike@ridetsg.com
CZECH REPUBLIC (SKATE)
Destiny Distribution s.r.o.
czechia-snow@ridetsg.com
DENMARK
JustSupreme AsP
denmark@ridetsg.com
ESTONIA
OÜ Spotsport
estonia@ridetsg.com
FINLAND
Veåtta Sweden AB/Nollåta
Distribution
finland@ridetsg.com

Back To Content

FRANCE
Bs Trading Sarl
france@ridetsg.com

POLAND
HSE Company
poland@ridetsg.com

UNITED KINGDOM
Ison Distribution Ltd.
uk@ridetsg.com

MACAU
Quanpin Sporting Goods
china@ridetsg.com

GERMANY
24/7 Distribution GmbH
germany@ridetsg.com

PORTUGAL
Despomar LDA
portugal@ridetsg.com

NORTH AMERICA

HONGKONG
Quanpin Sporting Goods
china@ridetsg.com

GREECE
Micro X Treme Ltd.
greece@ridetsg.com

ROMANIA
CROSSBIKE
romania@ridetsg.com

HUNGARY
Elite Distribution KFT
hungary@ridetsg.com

RUSSIA
Sport Travel LLC
russia@ridetsg.com

ITALY
Panorama Diffusion srl
italy@ridetsg.com

SLOVAKIA (BIKE)
BP Lumen
slovakia-bike@ridetsg.com

ARGENTINA
Scandinavian Outdoors S.A.
argentina@ridetsg.com

LATVIA
Sporto Technologijos UAB
latvia@ridetsg.com

SLOVAKIA (skate/snow)
Destiny Distribution s.r.o.
slovakia-snow@ridetsg.com

CHILE
Mauricio Kishinevsky Rosental S.A.
chile@ridetsg.com

LITHUANIA
X Pro Grupe
lithuania@ridetsg.com

SLOVENIA
Obsession D.O.O.
slovenia@ridetsg.com

ASIA PACIFIC

LUXEMBURG
24/7 Distribution GmbH
belgium@ridetsg.com

SPAIN
4130 Bike Company S.L.
spain@ridetsg.com

THE NETHERLANDS
24/7 Distribution GmbH
netherlands@ridetsg.com

SWEDEN
Nollatta Distribution
sweden@ridetsg.com

NORWAY
Daggers AS
norway@ridetsg.com

SWITZERLAND
Bucher + Walt SA
switzerland@ridetsg.com

DISTRIBUTORS

USA
Zeitbike LLC
usa@ridetsg.com
CANADA
Supra Distribution
canada@ridetsg.com
CENTRAL/SOUTH AMERICA

KOREA
Shogun Inc.
korea@ridetsg.com
SINGAPORE
NSR Bikes pte Ltd
singapore@ridetsg.com

AUSTRALIA
Super Sports Pty Ltd
australia@ridetsg.com
NEW ZEALAND
Phoenix Cycle Distributors Ltd
newzealand@ridetsg.com
ASIA
CHINA
QUANPIN SPORTING GOODS
china@ridetsg.com
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